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Bankruptcy

In

To the Hon. (. ι.ΛΚΚ.χ i. M ai κ, Judge of tin· Γ1#trli t Court of the l'u>tc<l Stales fortlie District
of M at nc
<IIARI.ES Κ IMRKER, of Rumfonl, In
I
the County of Oxlord, aad »tate of .Maine,
Dist-lct,
!»
»al«l
reepectiully represent*
t it "η the Mth'lay of-Ian., last past, he «rusduly
the Acta of CoBgreM re·
under
udged bankrupt
.t u»; to Bukru|ikyi that he liai* duly aurren•lered all hit» j>ro|*rty ;ιη·Ι rights f property,
an·! ha- tully compiler with alTthe
νιΙΊ Acts anil of the on 1er» of Court touching

insure fruit in winter.

AN IOWA APPLE CAVE.

ret|ulre.neui»

Very SatInfactory Fop Farm Slorn*e.
Λ FriiithouNe \«ld«*d to It.

liankruptcy.

s

Where fort· he pray». That he may be decreed
the Court to have a full illM-haigc I η mi all
ι» provable against hi» c-tate under sahl
tukrupt Art», except such debt* a.» are except
ν
uw from such discharge.
1 mu··I thl» Isth ilav of Aug., \. I». lifti.
( H ARLES Ε. BARKER, Bankrupt

e

o it it Kit

ok \otki;

exchange.

To this may be added that the I.orillanl is a favorite tomato for mowing under κ'ass. and tin- rut shows a
handsome cluster thus produced. The
fruit is smooth. firm, of good texture,
ami a beautiful, bright red color. The
usual temp* rature for forcing tomatoes
is about 70 degrees fur day and »'»5 by
night. and single stem training is popular. According to some growers each
flower must be (tollinatcd by hand to

Salary or
>xami wfjaMnt countlet».
Address
il m lesion
THE VICTOR oil. COMPANY.
Cleveland. Ohio
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OLASS.

ran

Attorney at Law,

DIXKIRLI),

For storing fruit on the farm nothing ean equal a uo ;d cave. One of the
leading orchardists in southwestern
Iowa built a cave seven years ago and
has found it an excellent place in

τηκκκολι.

Ihmku τ <>» Main».. as.
•in thl-£{nt ilav of Aug.. A. D. 1904, on reading t"« foregoing |>etttlou. It I»
.· red by the Court, That a hearing Ik.· In··'
I>.
tin same on the l-th 'lav of »>ept.,
Dl··
« lore »al'l Court al I'ortlaii'l. In said
1«
t. .ι» 10 o'ekx k lit the forenoon; and that »i•rcof tie published In the i»xf> rl Deitmtt. uew-paper printed In s»M Idntrict, to
; it all kiiowu creilltors, am! other person» In
!;.·.< re»t. may ap|>ear at the »al'l time anil place,
i:
-:iow l'aune. If uny they have, why the
not lie grante-i.
praverof »al·!
\uil It I» further ordered by the Court. That I
t >■ Clerk «hall »eud by mall to'all known creditor- ι·..(.le» of mJ«I petition an ! thl· onlcr, adas
--C'i to tl.ein at their place» of residence
»Lt,ed.
w :tn«
the ll«»s. t lakkm κ Hai.k. Judge of
1 ourt, an.i the »eai tli. reof, at Portland,
I·
i.
district, on the itnl -lay of auk·. A. 1».
··

iietlttoner'should

which to store apples. The cave was
due into a north hill slope and the dirt
removed with a spade and wheelbarIt is It; feet wide by 50 feet deep
row.
and will hold two carloads of apples.
The clay walls need nothing to hold
them in place.
The roof is made of bridge plank
held in place by posts along the sides.

-»

l»J

Λ true

copy of

Α. H. OA VIS, Clerk.
|ietltlou ami order thereon.

Λ tli »t

Α. II. OA VIS. Clerk.

—

The New England Tu le ρ h me an·! Telegraph
of
<
'iniiany hereiiy concurs In the above petition
tin Kasteru Telephone Company.
VI» ENUI.AN1» TH.EPIIoNE AND TEI,
ΕιίΚΑΙΊΙ COMPANY
By (Sd.) W. J. Dk.nvi· k.
Acting General Manager.

Town of Pari·, Maine,
l.v HttAKIi t»> SKLt.i r μ κ s,
Date. Aug. :M). laoi.
Γ pod the loretfoliu* petition. It Is onlere-l that
notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
this onier thereon In the
»al·I petition an
oxfvru Deinocr t. the la»t publication to lie at
lea»t fouitet-n (14) -lays liefore the iotli ilav of
that a hearSept.. an notii e i» hereby |(lveu
otl ce
ing upou »aii| petition will t>e he hi at the
of the SeUctmen at South l'art» on tue «aM i· tli
ι·. M.. at which time
i:30o'clock
at
of
»ept.
ay
ami place rvshlt ut.» anil own rs of property
lie affected by the grunt·
upon the hljihwiyw to
lute of the pe· mit app le<l for. and all other
have full opportunity
shall
lutercted,
pcr»ons
not be
to ι·bow cause why such permit should
granted.
or

"««ΥΐΪΑΝΚ

llKSNBrr.

Κ ΚΑ S Κ Ι.ΙΝ MAXIM,
Κ r ΒΛ KROWs
A true copy of petition. an. I notice thereon.
Clerk.
Wukklkk.Towu
J.
Atte<rt-W.
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In th« lMxtrlct Court of the Unité·! State·»
th·· District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
lu Bankruptcy,
IIOMKK Β vKKOX,
I
of Kumfor·!, Bankrupt.
Bar on,
Homer
of
ere· I (torn
To
the
In the County <»f Oxford anil district aforesaid:
follet le hereby giveu that on the .3rd -lay of
Barron
Au*., Α. I». I'.Hhi, the said Homer
tli.it tin iirst
luly adjudicated bankrupt, an·!
held at the Court
meeting of his (remittor·· will tie
<!ay of
House, In South l'art», on the 17tnforenoon,
In the
"»ept.. \. I». p.*»», at 10 o'clock
attend,
it whl. h time the said creditor» may

[

vial in a, appoint a trustee, examine
bustne»··
the bankrupt, and transact such other
ï mav proprrU come tie fore »aid meeting.
V»uth Pari», Aug. 27th. la»)2.
«KO. Λ. WILSON,
Keferee In Bankruptcy.
prove their

WOT.

for
our» of the Unite·! States
In the District
In Bankruptcy.
the ! '(strict of Maine
I
In th·· matter of
Ih Bantmpicg.
WILLIAM «Γ JACOBS,
of l'art». Bankrupt. )
In the
To the creditor* of William W. Jacobs,
County of Oxford -nd district afore-ald:
of
Notice I» hereby given that on the -3rd ilay
W. Jacob*
Au*.. \. l>. li*ri, the sal t William
tlr-1
tfutthc
««••luly n-lju'llcat· l bankrupt, at··)
the Court
■wtlliiKof lil* creditors will be helil at of Sept.,
House, In South Pari*, on the 17th ilay
Α. I» p.»·». Ht loo'clock In the forenoon, at which
time tne sal<l creditors mav aUen·!, prove their
urns, &|>|>οίιΙ a trustee, examine the bankrupt
an·' transact such other business as may proper
ly come before sal·I meet! g.
South Parte, Au/. 37, law.
G KO. Λ. WILSON.
Keferee in Bankruptcy.

J

<

NOTICE.

In the I «loti let Court of the Unite·! States for tix
In Bankruptcy.
IHstrl t of Maine
)
In the matter o·'
In Bankruptcy
KRKD M. BUTLVR.
)
of Rumforil, Β nkrupt.
M.
Buter, In the
Fred
To the creditors of
County of oxford anil district aforesaid
tr
e iird tlay ol
on
that
Notice Is hereby given
Aug, Α. I». 1902. the sal·! ITre·! M. Butl«>r wa
th»t the first
and
•bily a<'juillcate<l bankrupt.
mw loif of hl-acrwiitors will be hel·! at tne Court
House. In touth Paris, on the 17th ilav of Sept.
A. D. lHOi, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whtel
time the salil c e<lltors may attend, prove tiieli
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the hankrupt
an·! transact such other buMnese as may properlj
come '>«fore «aid me·'ting
South Parte, A us 37, law
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee in Bankruptcy

[

to date.
In 11)10, only eight years off. we shall
have S5 per cent more people in our
cities than in 1SU0 if the growth of the
last ten years continues. Twelve years
have passed since 1.S1KI. and we have
made no progress toward supplying
this gain of s,"» per cent in the demand
which should be met within eight
years in 11)10. We cannot meet it with

population

nmllwulu

I·..··»!».' til··» 11.» vu Ilium

The good farm
followed heretofore.
lands of the west have all been settled,
and the ranges have been running
down In the scale of beef production
because of the destruction of crasses
by overpasturing. We have readied a
permanent level of high prices of beef
—so high, in fact, at the present time
that perhaps a million people or more
who would like to eat beef are compelled to go without it <>r to content
themselves with a nibble instead of a
full plate.
Λ good corn crop this fall will relieve the situation somewhat from the
stand|H»int of the consumer, but the
day of cheap cattle lias passed forever.
With high prices and a practically unlimited demand good business policy
demands that the farmer should bend
every effort to increase his output of
beef. There is little danger of overdoing it. The only way in which a
really considerable increase can now
be made in the supply of cattl is by
saving the enormous com fodder crop
of the west and shredding It.—Farm.
Field and Fireside.
■

THE HANDLING OF MILK.
Quick η ud Thormi.'h Coolinit
Specially Conwliloreil.
The cooler milk is kept the less active the bacteria in it will be and the
It·

longer the milk will maintain its normal condition.
Many means may be employed to

cool milk to the desired temperature.
Λ very common and generally satisfac-

tory way is that of setting the strained
milk in lar«e (forty quart) cans into
Then,
a trough containing ice water.
again, coolers are used, through the
inside of which passes a current of
cold water or ice water, and the milk
in u thin layer over the cold
runs
sides of the apparatus, being cooled
satvery rapidly. This method is very
isfactory for two reasons—tit the milk
is cooled very promptly, and (Ui it is
aerated, freeing it from the cowy odor.
Generally speaking, that apparatus
is most efficient that cools the milk to
the lowest possible temperature in the
It must be
shortest possible time.
borne in mind, however, that low temperatures are not detrimental to the
life of bacteria, but simply check their

growth. It is necessary, therefore, not
only that milk be cooled to a low temperature as soon as possible after it

NOTICE.

Tin- Kt.»tim Telephone Company respectfully
..ii·» the Board of selectmen i.f the town of
t
I .tri», Maine, for permission to attach It·» wlr»s
Ί· l'ii.· iik't the New Engiam I Telephone
at,·: Te'eitraph Company already 'o ate«l or here·
Pleasant St.
ifti-r tu U- liM-ate<l a» follow»
Mlk of Vt4M Ave I» pole·; rua»ant >t.
local wire·»
the
I
of
Western
Ave.,
»oiitb
pole,
».iM l'oie» having been Iran»ferre·I to tiie
C .-ti a Telephone « onipanv by the vew Eng.
αιιΊ ΐ lephone and Tetejrnpn Company.
>nld K.i-tern Telephone Company al»·» resuectwith the
ν pvtltion» for n location for it» pole»
1
»
then on, on the highway from High M I i
lies northerly to i'arl» 1111. ami on ΓΙ<· matit St..
the
ami
ca»t of Western Ave., 1 pole, sal·! poles
the
a wire» the: on liai iug Iteen tran.»fcrredto
K.- i-t'in Telephtine Company by toe New Eng
lainl Te'epluuic ami Telegraph Company.
EASTERN TELEPHONE COMPANY.
By MiTUIUI S. Kmu, Uenl. Manager.
Date, Aug. £>. liMi

"'""lure*

this great wasted crop and 'feed it
into beef without any fear of overloading the market. The census reports show that the population of our
cities, the market for beef, increased
3»>.S per cent from lSKO to 11)00, but the
number of cattle killed for beef increased only 2 per cent. The export demand for dressed beef gained enough
in the ten years to take the entire increase in our production, so that we had
the same supply in
as in ISiM), al
though the beef eating population had
grown 30.8 jht cent.
Receipts for this
year to date have shown a considerable failing off as compared with 1901.
so that we have today about the same
supply as in 1S1M) to feed 40 per cent
more people, counting the gain in city

>1...

MAINE.

Η..ΙΤΗ PAK1S,

Day

Shredded corn fodder is the most economical material that can be used in
the manufacture of beef. The demand

tool*.

male ami
cw*. tape, .lies aunt «Mlle
xt wlug, mowing an·! Ihrethlny o«.

>.»l TU KAKIS,
r, -iu> Moderate.
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ENTRANCE TO AN APl'LK CAVK.

I
j

I

The plank are covered with dirt and
sodded over to turn the rain. Two

twelve Inch tiles at the top provide
Kats have not bothered
ventilation.
tnuch. Λ few pit in. but were caught
with a wire trap. A frulthouse 10 by
Λ» feet is built In front of the cave.
Doable doors open on the north, so
that two wagons can be backed in fur
unloading. There is an orchard and
timber on the south. so that h<>t south
winds have no chance to enter this
cave.
Apples are stored in barrels,
which are kept off the ground.—American Agriculturist.
Nicrntr

of So<l:i

on

Gnrdcn

Crop*.

Field experiments with nitrate of
soda on market garden crops lead the
New Jersey station to the following

suggestions:

First—That both the yield and quality of vegetable crops an· improved
by a liberal supply of available uitro
gen.
Second.—That large quantities of nitrogen (300 to 4·»0 pounds of nitrate
of soda ι ht acre) are. on the whole,
preferable to smaller quantities.
Third.—That where large quantities
of nitrate of soda are used fractional
dressings are likely to result in a greater projtortlonate use of the nitrogen.
Fourth.—Three dressings proved on
the whole more profitable than two.
When the growth is satisfactory, the
third dressing may be withheld.
Okra.

or

dumbo.

Cfcra or gumbo is universally grown
in the southern states and until very

recently

was

generally

ture.

Aerators that are not coolers. If used
in summer, do not improve the milk
bactcriologicallv, us the temperature of

tlie atmosphere is not low enough to
check the development of bacteria. On
the contrary, such aeration prolongs
the time that elapses between the
drawing and cooling of milk and therefore tends to favor bacterial activity,
lu winter, however, these uerators also
serve as coolers, the milk passing
through the cold air being cooled rap-

idly.

The greater the attention paid to
handling
cleanliness in
milk at all stages, the shorter the time
that elapses between the drawing,
straining and cooling of milk and the
lower the temperature to which It is
cooled, the greater Its freedom from
micro-organisms, the longer it will re-

scrupulous

tain

its

normal condition, the

more

its production will be and
the more wholesome will it be for old
aud young.—Otto F. Huuziker.

profitable

Seanonable Item·.
"Sweet corn stalks do iiot make the
best silage, but do make excellent fodder," says Hoard's Dairyman.
"Not more than one part soy beans to
two parts of corn In the silo," is the

general rule for this combination.

The use of skimmilk hastened the
at the Tennessee
station.
By t-orn stover is meant corn fodder
less the ears; that is. the stalks with

gains in hog feeding

tassels, leave* and husks, the ears only
having been removed.
A ease of bloat in cattle, supposed to

propagated be caused
by eating
Being em

from home raised seed.
phatieally a southern plant of course
the home grown seed are the beet.
However, new varieties are occasionally Introduced, and these must be
purchased of our seedsmen. The Tall
Growing variety is the old standby,

tho newer varieties. Density.
Dwarf Green, Dwarf White. French
M^rlier, Perkins' Mammoth Pod and
White Velvet, have been introduced
and thoroughly tested. While iu yield
nose is equal to the Tall Growing,
Densiyet the Velvet Dwarf White and
more delity are earlier aud perhaps
A succession wouM
cats in qur.Uty.
include some of the earlier varieties
wltb tfce Tall Growing, planted later,
tht
to furnish a full supply throughout
summer and up to frost
but

e«irnr Beet Seaaon.
l>een
The season for eugar beets has
in the
rather too wet for best results
are tine in
middle states, but pros|>ects
the mountain
the central west, while in
of a
and coast states the harvesting
uow under way and
is
crop
superb
full
Pacific coast factories are running
Several uew factories will bt
blast.
the 1!H»J
completed in time to work up
in the United States,
crop of beets
mills will
while in Ontario four sugar
Judd Farmer.
iu
openitiqu.—Orange
tte
The

is drawn, but that the low temperaλ\ hen
be maintained.
ture should
warmed up again, the germ life in it
will resume its activity: hence milk
can be kept unchanged for any reasonable length of time by subjecting
it to and keeping it at a low tempera-

sunflower weeds,
is reported from Colorado.
Soil for spinach for winter and early
spring use can hardly be made too

rich.

Good Winter Celery.
Giant Solid is a large growing variety of winter celery with broad, solid
stems. It is called one of the best for
keeping purposes, has a good flavor,
blanches clean and white, and is a
desirable variety for winter use.
Evans* Triumph grows to a medium
height; the stems are liroad at the
It has a
base and it blanches well.
flavor. Is a good keeper, and

splendid
Is suitable for late winter

use.

In Ue mnklrg of b itter the private
bit
dairyman can learn much froui

creamery brother.

When the Cat W«· Sacred.

In the middle ages brute animals
deformed ae prominent a part in the
votional ceremonies of the time as they
had in the old religion of Egypt. The
cat .Elurus was embalmed after death
beand buried In the city of Bubastis
Diana
cause, according to Herodotus.
Bubastis, the chief dlety of the place,

herself
was said to have transformed
Into a cat when the gods fled Into
Egypt

^plisiissiseie
if PRINCE -■'S Éj
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Β*'»'.* y ?
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the quaint and nnolont cat of hie habiliments. which resembled the garb of an

Italian menial of the fifteenth century,
lie win a man of fifty years, his shoulders were bent with toll, and be had
the air of a trusted servant. He regarded me with an eager and deferential air.
"And who are you?" I asked.
"lïo to. Tiinoteo!" he exclaimed.
"Host thou not know Gian Jacopo, the
lifelong servant of thy honored house,

the fr!ei:d who watched over thy childhood and was the companion of thy
adolesrence? Λ murrain on thee for

hy ingratitude!"

CHAPTER 1.

then, lu the sandstone above me,

ïidu

und pulled myself
Timothy Law- and I went to work
with
up from one point to another
react', I am in the early thircare and prodigious exertion, the
ties, and 1 was six months great
result being that in an hour or so I had
younger than I am now
200 feet farther and was at nn elrisen
the
I
wfcen
experience
passed through

MY

name

is

which I am about to relate. I was educated for the practice of medicine,
but I never practiced. I was rich and
didn't have tb.
Every one has his own peculiar ambition, or, what is the same thing, his
hobby, for what is any ambition but a
more or less exalted hobbyhorse? The
one ambition of my life has been the
climbing of mountains, and I have
made many flue ascents.
Last May I was at the village of
Pratolino, a place about fifteen miles
to the north of the city of Florence, in
Italy. I wus stopping at the inn of one

Guglielmo Zuechi, and there were près
ent that night at table, besides myself.
Count Tagliaptetra and several other
titled gentlemen, whose lauded estates,
some of them of an area of at least
five acres, lay in the immediate vlciui
ty. The talk happening to run upon the
subject of mountain climbing. I narrated to them some of my exploits and
ended by giving them my experience
upon the top of the Mesa Encantaila.
near the Indian village of Acoma, in
This enchanted table
New Mexico.
laud is a block of sandstone, a mile

feet high, rising perpenlong and
dicular from the urid New Mexicau
plain and looking for all the world like
a section of a huge cheese set upon its

edge.
"My dear Lorenzo." exclaimed the

count, "the rock or mountain which
you apeak of is certainly au interesting
matter, but it is not so wonderful as
something of the same kind which we
have In this very neighborhood. Some
twenty or twenty-five miles to the
northwest of this place, among the
there rises an isolated block

Apennines,

of mountain of the identical sliape
It Is. however,
which you mention.
much larger and more mysterious, be
iug fully five miles in length, two or
three in thickness and 1,200 or l.IM·
feet in height. This enchanted mesa
of ours, which Is called II Monunicnto
on account of Its resemblance to a huge
sarcophagus, stands not upon the plain,
but in the midst of one of the pellucid
lakes of the Apennines. Its top seems
fairly level. Is fringed w*th forest and
should contain several thousands of
but whether inhabited or not no
man will ever know, as It is absolutely
Impossible to reach Ms summit."
Thought I to myself, "The uoble
count is trying to go me one better."
Aud. coming to this couclusion. 1 of
fered to bet him 2.000 lire that within
one week 1 would climb to the top of
He immehis mysterious mountain.
diately accepted my bet. and 1 sawthat he was positive of having what

acres.

is called a "sure thing."

My arrangements

soon

were

made.

It was only necessary to have certain
articles which were necessary to my
undertaking, and this was easily done
iu Florence.
Early upon the morning of Thursday
1 set out ou foot from I'ratolino with
my guide. For several miles the roads
were good, but ufter passing over the
Senario we took a rugged path, which
led us to the west and uorth of Vaglia
and up Into the very heart of the Apennines. When we reached the shores of
the lake, which we did at about 5
o'clock In the afternoon. It seemed as
if we had passed entirely beyond the
limits of hutnen habitation and come
into a region totally unexplored aud
desolate.

The lake was a very pretty body
water, and, though çlgbt or nine miles
in length, it seemed α small pool as it
lay there deep down among the glgan
A half
tic bqcks of the mountains.
mile. or. It may be, a mile, from the
shore rose from the glasslike surface
of the water the mysterious and cubelike block of stone, the islaud of rock
which I had come to scale. I calculated that It must be tlve or six miles in
length, though the surroundings made
It seem much less. It had a dark reddish look, as of sandstone, and it weut
or

water
up straight aud sheer from the
to a height of 1.200 feet aud more.
Along Its whole crest was a black line
of forest, and the whole shape of It and
the deathlike stillness of the great amphitheater about me made eeem most
the name II Monumento which had

apt

been given to It
We ca mped upon the shore that night,
ond on Friday morning at 8 o'clock,
small boat
my guide procuring me a
from some secret hiding place. 1 left

evation of 700 feet above the lake.
It was now high time that I should
put into play the upparatus fashioned
for me by the Florentine artisan. I
took from a leather pouch, which wns
slung at my side, a hammer and a fiveeighths inch octagon rock drill of
about ten inches in length, and, reaching up ubout six feet from the ledge
where I stood. I drilled a hole some
three inches deep and with a downward slant of perhaps 30 degrees into
the rock. I then took from the same
receptacle a stout steel hook, having
a round shank tive-elghths of an inch
in diameter and three inches long, to

which hook were attached two straps,
two and the other three feet iu
length, each having nt its end α good
sized steel stirrup. Placing the shank
of the hook into the hole which I had
made, with both hands I hung my
weight upon it, and, putting my left
foot into the long stirrup, I drew myself up and put my right foot into the
short stirrup. The hook was now on a
level with my waist To my belt was
fastened a large harness snap. 1 immediately snapped this upon the hook,
and my arms and hands were now free
to recommence operations with another set of hook and stirrups, which 1
still had In my bag. The shape and
inclination of the hook itself as well as
the way my weight hung upon it prevented it from having a disposition to
work out of its socket, while the down-

Garget

and was not a little surprised
about
to tlnd an inch rope of good Italian
hemp, with a noose at the end of It.
dangllnj: Just before my nose, which
of the
rope liunpr down from the top
cliff, rising 500 feet above my head.
I saw that the noose was being low
ered slowly past me, and I caught hold
of it and gave it a good stout pull. At
me

it came to a standstill, und presently I felt an answering tug from
above. The noose was now about on
I placed one
a level with my knees.
foot within it and bore with most of
In a momy weight upon the rope.
ment I was conscious of being lifted.
I detached m.v upparatus from the
rocks and gave myself tip with all the
confidence in the world to the delightful assistance which had so opportuneonce

ly

come to me.
in

live

uuiiuira

uuu

guui-

uj.

300 feet nml was consequently ;i thousand feet above the surface of tliL· lake
I was not bothiml with any apprehension thnt my friends above might let
for the reason that I never
me

drop,

allow my thoughts to dwell upon any
thing disagreeable. I was about to win
had made
tny bet with the count, I
the interesting discovery that the top
of the mesa was inhabited, and as I
was upon the point of crowning and
surpassing all my previous achievements in the way of climbing I was
supremely triumphant and happy.
When 1 had still about 150 feet to go.
I passed a cavelike hole in the face
of the rock, a hole about two and a
half feet in diameter and running Inward to such α depth that 1 could not
It seemed of small
see the end of it.
Importance to me at the time, but aft
erward I had good reason to remember
It.

Very soon I could hear α creaking as
of α windlass upon which the cabla
was being wound, and 1 could now see

that the latter ran upon u pulley,
which was mortised into the end of a
stout timber projecting some three feet
was
over the edge of the cliff. When I
within fifteen feet of the top, the windlass suddenly stopped working, and I
remained stationary. The face of an
old man. a broad and Jovial face, with
watery gray eyes, a Roman nose and a
white, stubby beard, looked down on
me over the parapet and I heard my-

FARM

Cure

thy

In garget the udder becomes inflamed, becoming somewhat fatiguing."
lie seemed satisfied with my reply.
hot, red and painful, and the milk seems
Once more the windlass began to turn,
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
A tablespoonful of Hood Farm Garge. and In a moment more I had gained
Cure mixed with damp feed two or three
the top of the mesa.
times a day will cure any ordinary case.
"
I now found that I stood upon a stone
One of my cows had bloody garget and
night
Cure,
I fed her Hood Farm Garget
wall some four feet in height, which
and morning for six days, alter which the stretched along the edge of the precimilk was all right." Α. E. Loom is. North
pice as far as I could see. I leaped
Wolcott, Vt.
Prices $1 and $2.50.
down upon the ground within this wall
especially pre- and stood beside the old man. He
Hood Farm 8alve
our
with
in
connection
pared to be used
at me with α look of surprise nnd
Garget Cure. Also excellent for cracked gazed
on wonder, and I did the like by him.
teats, sores, bruises. $1. Call for treatise
C. I.
The knickerbockers of my climbing
garget and its causes. Prepared by
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A. suit seemed to have much uovelty for
Me.
SuuKTLKrr Λ Co., South Paria,
him, and I In my turn was etruck with
—

"Where is the strong box of which
thou speakest?" I asked.
"Marry. It is here, my master, upon
the floor, under the prince's bed. concealed by yon valance of embossed
leather, and the key will doubtless lie

same

ly

the house and, passing through a corridor, entered with fear and trembling
the chamber of the princely patriarch.
Upon a bed lay the emaciated yet noble
figure of a man of seventy years. His
long and snow white beard flowed down
and
upon the coverlet, his aristocratic

thy inheritance."

ward bend of It next to the ehunk kept
With this
from turning around.

my enterprise. I had 500 feet to climb,
each operation using up about live
minutes and advancing me about four
feet It would therefore take me ten
hours to get to the top of the rock.
Λ very agreeable surprise awaited
me. however. I had been hard at work
for about a quarter of an hour and was
busily engaged in picking away at my
fourth hole when, suddenly and without warning. I felt some object strike
me on the back of the head. I naturaldesisted from my \vork and looked

A fountain played reorange trees.
freshingly in the midst, from which
I argued that this island or country
of Little Florence, or, as Jacopo called
it, Flrenzalino, was not flat and even,
as 1 had before supposed, but that it
abounded in hills and valleys and runWithout these there
ning streams.
would have been no fountains.
Following my guide, I now came to

Fortunately
watch over the corpse.
his grace was shriven and absolved by
him yesterday, so that his passage
hence must have been straight and
easy. After I have found Father Sylvester I will put into thy possession
the prince's strong box. that thou mayest examine its contents and reckon

it

contrivance I had ascended the
Mesa Eucautada of New Mexico. The
I
porous red sandstone with which
now had to do was much easier to
work than the granite of the mesa,
and I had no doubt of the success of

tle wish to meet the Illustrious sire of
the runaway Timothy. The place where
I found myself was a garden or pleasure ground of about an acre In extent
and Inclosed on all sides by high stone
walls. A email house, surrounded by
a veranda and built of whitewashed
brick, stood at one end of the close,
and the grounds were laid out In green
sward, gravel walks and (lower beds
and were shaded with olive; lemon and

hawklike features were waxen pale,
and liis eyes were closed. Gian Jacopo
hastened to his side and seized his
wrist and bowed down and listened for
his breathing. Then suddenly crying
out, "Iloly Virgin, he is dead!" he dropped upon his knees and buried his face
in his hands. Then presently he arose
and. turning to me sadly, said:
"We are too late! We are too late!
Look upon him. TimoV?o: look upon the
last of thy father, the noble Arnoifo
de' Pazzl. Eccelentissma," he continued. "we must eftsoons seek out and
inform Father Sylvester, the old and
worthy priest who for many years has
been the confessor of thy good sire,
that he may arrange for tonight's

one

him upou the shore and paddled myself across the water toward this Mesa
Eucantada. The nearer I approached
the more precipitous and unscalable
self thus accosted:
appeared Its sides. Yet I would not at
"Marry, fair sir, but are thou Tim
that moment have accepted 1.000 lire
otby?"
and called it quits with the count. As
The question was put with α reason
I aeared the Island I found, to my satably good Tuscan idiom and accent,
isfaction. that at one point its side was (
which gave me some satisfaction, for
not so steep as I had supposed and
the reason that I knew myself thorthe
from
rock
upward
the
sloped
that
I
oughly at home in that language.
water at an angle of about 45 degrees
was not surprised at the mention of
feet
500
like
to a height of something
was merely α coinclHere was the place for me to land. I my name. It
had known of
fastened my boat securely to the rocks lence, than which I
wonderful.
and at once began te climb and in many much more
"Certainly I am," said I.
about half an hour found myself at
The old fellow went back to the
the top of this Incline at a perilous
and I ascended six or seven
height above the surface of the water. windlass,
then again came to a
I bad brought with me, of course, the feet farther and
made stop. He looked over the precipice
parapnernana which bad been
more addressed me:
for me by the blacksmith of Florence, again and once
"Now, perdlo, sayst thou sooth-art
but I scorned as yet to put the things
the prince?"
to use, as I had by no means exhaust- thou really
Some people would have been idiotic
ed the resources of my own strength
I wus not of
no.
and agility. There was a fissure here enough to answer
I was still walking
and there, a slight Jutting ledge now their number.
was
upon air, and I felt that policy
better than honesty ne long as I was
dangling above 1,200 feet of ether.
"Old gentleman," said I, "I am the
prince and none other. But hasten
with
hoisting, as my position is

HOOD

"Ha! Now indeed I know thee, faithful .lacopo." answered I. "but methinks
thou art mueb changed since I saw
flue last."
"Santiddlo! Well indeed I may be.
most excellent young master, for It is
twenty years this day since thy revered
father and I let thee down, a callow
stripling of sixteen, with tills same
rope into the lower world of thieves
and heretics. Why we did so thou well
knowest. Thou wort the sole surviving

Of necessity I followed the old man,
though, us may he supposed, I bad lit-

"A rl tliou really the prlncc7'
The enemies of thy
house hail sworn to murder thee that
thou mightst never succeed to the posi·

hope of thy

race.

Each year
tion which Is thy right.
accordupon this some day and hour,
ing to our arrangement, we have let
down the rope. Wherefore hast thou

delayed thy coining

so

long?"

The matter was beginning to interest
inordinately, and I determined to
up the mystification a little while

me

keep

longer that I might learu more.
"It is a long story." said I. "Let it
sutliee that this is the first opportunity
of coming up which I have had. But
how has the world used thee, trusty

JacopoV"

"Hardly, eccelentissima, most hard
ly. We have pretended for all these
which thou
years, according to the plan
wottest of, that thou wert an invalid
confined to tliy chamber, and in this
manner have kept the knowledge of
thy flight from the authorities. The

and worry about the matter, to
gether with the heartsickness of hope
deferred and latterly the grievous sickness of the august sigilor, thy father,
have been sore atllictions."
"Πα!" I exclaimed. "My honored
sire Is ill! Tell me at once the nature
care

of his malady."
"It could not be much worse, and
greatly I fear me that it will be his
last. Old age and a broken spirit are
hi· chief ailments. Let us hasten to
him lest he happen to depart this world
before seeing thee. I have here a tritask to perform aud I will be with

fling
thee."

CIIAPTER II.
we were talking Ginn
Jacopo had been hauling

WHILE

the rope from the windlass
and paying it out over the
cliff. When it was about a third out,
It began to run very quickly of itself
until the whole 1,200 feet had gone
down and the windlass stopped with a
Jerk. I did aot think to remark about
the matter while he was busy at It. but
a long knife
now. when 1 saw him pull
from his girdle and draw it twice or
thrice swiftly across the rope. I realized his intention and sprang toward

aim that I might thwart it. But 1 was
too late. Even as I seized him he gave
one more vicious cut. The rope parted,
and I saw the end of it whiz over the

parapet.

"What have
"Villain!" I shouted.
for me
you done? How is it possible
now* t > descend?"
"Descend?" he queried, with much
stupefaction. "Hast thou forgotten

that the penalty prescribed by outlaws for leaving the country is death
and that the same penalty awaits the
stranger who intrudes himself upon
us? During the last 400 years I know
of no one besides thyself who has
niflUC

lui* Ul'M'CUl

<111

«ν,

liuu

great as I lisHere was a
tened to the old man.
pretty situation. I could see no immediate way of getting down without
killing myself, and I would be killed
by these hospitable people if I stayed
where I was. It was a line nest that
I had climbed into. But my resolution
I had been
was immediately formed.
taken by this old driveler for Prince
Timoteo, and. come what might, Prince
was

Timoteo I must remain.
"But thfse enemies of my house!" 1
objected. "Perudventure they have
still the same kind intentions toward
By my
me which they had formerly.
halidom, I fear them noL But would
it not have been well to keep this
means of escape as a last resort?"
Timoteo. The present ruler of

"Nay,
Firenzalino, the Duke Castrucclo degli

Albizzi, is an ancient dotard, who is
He has lost the
martial instincts of his ancestors, bis
time Is spent in tournaments, in dancing festivals and drinking bouts. Perthyself at the head of thy true

tottering to his fall.

dlo, put
adherents and win back the princely
throne which was wrested from thy
the
race three generations back by
Albizzi. All that thou hast to fear
when thy presence becomes known is
a

chance stab or two in the back from

recthy opponents; for the which I
ommend that thou ehouldst straight-

of mail
way invest thyself in a suit
asor plate, either of which in good
sortment thou wilt find in the wardrobe of thy noble father. And that remindeth me that we must hasten to
his bedside, for, as I have informed

thee, be is veritably in extremis. God
forgive me for babbling at such a

time."

width, being wrought

of Iron, and

out

at the same time was of great strength
and worked so curiously and beautifully as to be a fortune in itself. Never
had I supposed it possible to tile and
hammer out of iron such leaves and
flowers and tiny human figures as ap
sides
pea red In high relief upon all Its
and upon the lid.
"Jacopo." I demanded, "does the
workman live who fashioned this

box?"

"No, perdio. Illustrious slgnor, nor
The
has he lived these -100 years.
trinket was made for one of thy ancestors by a young artisan of aneient
Florence. Thou canst read the maker's
name

without avail to get back into their
beloved city, took up their abode upon
a barren island iu the midst of a lake,
which lay some thirty or forty miles to
the north 01* Florence in the very heart
of the Apennines. Upon this wild and
desolate spot, which nevertheless was
almost within sight of their native

fortified themselves, end
they sent for their possessions, cultivated the Island and worked at their
Eventually they
several hand'erafts.
prospered a;ul Increased In numbers
and made someihing ot' a place of it.
And it was in the summer of the
memorable year of 14i>2. the year o!
the discovery of America by Columbus
of the death of Lorenzo de' Medici, of
the fall of Grenada and of the expul
sion of the Jews from Spain, when

they

land,

there came up one night a great storm,
followed by a dire earthquake, which
so shook the Island that all the exiles
rocked back and forth In their beds as
Ik: 1

though thry

U

»

in

many

so

boats on a rouj-h sea. ami v. 11 they
got up and went out In the morning
and took a look around, lo a:id behold,
their island had sh t up with the earth
quake 1,200 or l.:ï«H.» f< t out of the
lake, and they beheld themselves high
and dry upon the top < Γ a mountain
whoso sides were su precipitous autl
smooth that ho who sh iul·' attempt to
descend them would face certain death.

were, in fact, as completely separated from the rest of the earth as
though they had been suddenly transplanted to another planet, l'hcy had a
small world completely and in ont· -la
bly their own, and here, at the time
when I made my asccmlon. tl.ey had

They

u.~rrylng
been living and dyin„·
and giving in marriage and world
their businesses and lighting ami mailing peace and what not tor more than
4U0 years.
The number of persons upon the is
land at the time of the earthquake in

1492 was something less than a thou
sand, and by the natural law of increase in the course of a century or so
it was fair to suppose that the popuia
tion should have passed the support-·ιμ
limit of the land. Such, however, hail
not been the case. At the time of my
.1 a I. tit
arriv.il Firenzalino conlfi;
less than ΙΟ,υυυ inhabita;;;- of wli
8,υυ»> dwelt in a well built, wailed cit.»
which stood ai the casein eml of tin
se-:'.tercil
wen
mountain, and
aboat the remaining territory, eii- ui d
iu tilling the soil or as lient· ι> 01
woodsmen. Nor could 1 learn thai t'i··
number of these pe pie had at a::.v
time been greater during the ίου years

of tlicir history.
The reason for this was o' v·.»:-.
There had been no fewer than t< n.
eight revohitîc.s îtî tl·" repnMie or
principality or duchy of Fircm::·!
niost of which had been ace mpaaied
by devastating an>l cruel wars. ami ;.oi
-·one of which bad passid without 1 !
shed.
From the time of the earthquake
down to the date of my appearing
among them the inhabitants bad been

divided into two great political parties·,
the Elevatlonists and the DepressionThe Elevatlonists believed ami
ists.

within the medallion upon tin

I looked, and my surprise
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was anxious

for

it was to know something
the strange land Into which I
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It'c

opened

the cashct.

maintained that at the time of the
earthquake the Island had arisen or
ahot up out of the lake to Its present
height. The Depresslonlsts. on the conas
trary, believed and maintained just
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Carlj-Ie Wrote of Tonnyion.

most delicate,

Indian looking; clothes
free and easy; smokes
infinite tobacco. His voice is musically
metallic, lit for loud laughter and piercing wall and all that may lie between:
speech and speculation free and plenteous. I do not meet In these late dec-

plexion, almost
cynically loose,

ades such company over

««-

""""To,

Cosmo when be got tbe upper hand o,

Ten

in time, perhaps along towarc
the middle of the «teenth eentury. ■

pipe."

Obedience to the Letter.
now

quietly

It will be worse for you.
O'Toole— Oi'll not. The magistrate
told me last time niver to be brought
hefoor him again, an' begorra ΟΓιη
(Coin' to obey hie Instructions."—Hoys
of the Empire.

or

Only

50 Cents

to make your

well.
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Policeman—Come along
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state

of

claimed:
"I've got

great

excitement

and

ex-

two of 'cm."
"Tno of what?" inquired the professor.
"Two 'awks' eggs," replied the worn"I'm told they're worth a thouau.
sand pounds apiece."
The professor, much interested, looked
at the «<Kgs. "These are not auks' egg»"

be said.

"They are 'awks' eges," said his visitor. "My son Joe found 'cm."
A light dawned on the naturalist
"The kind of <>ej;s which are so valuable," he remarked gently, "are the
eggs of an extinct hird called the auk

—tt-u-k."
"Oh, hauk!" said the woman. "I'll
pay out that 'Enry 'Obliouse as told
me It was 'awks' eggs as wae wanted."
And she went away."
Λ Clever I'lekpocket.
In Paris two police olllcers recently
cot ui>on the track of a pickpocket
They surprised him in the act at the
omnibus Imreau and followed him In

He was a thin, poorly
hot pursuit.
clad young fellow. In the Hue Rochechonaut, however, he suddenly disappeared. Judging that he had slipped
Into one of the houses they set themselves to watch for his reappearance.
The thief In the meantime had entered
a bathing establishment, and after a
refreshing bath entered the box of another bather and calmly clothed himself In the smart suit he found there,
then passed proudly and peacefully
out before the very eyes of his pur-

The climax of humor came
when the other bather, arrayed In the
rags of the pickpocket, was grabbed by
the officers of the law at the door and
drauced off to the station house. With
some difficulty the situation was explained; but the pickpocket is still
suers.

him.—Independ-

Spoke From Experience.
Λ man who tries to uphold all his
statements with the prop of personal
experience Is pretty sure, sooner or
latet. to timl himself In difficulties.
"what kind of piwts should you say
I'd better have for my piazza?' asked
a summer resident of the oracle of

Bushvllle. "Cedar?"
"No," wns the Instant reply: "not
'less you want to pay for poor stuff.
Git pine. I'lne will last you a hundred

Many years ago, when England was
engaged in foreign complications, the
flrst lord of the admiralty sent Admiral
Codrlngton a dispatch which was most

TSTb'mίωΛ
were

Κκκ·.

the occasion of most of the forty-eight
revolutions, though there is no doubt
that hatred, revenge and thirst for
with
power hail a good deal to do
bringing them about.
With forty-seven of these revolutions
I have nothing to do, but my tale is of

the thirteenth u
the end of the HfteeiiU) century man

pcople

Mixed

Proft>seor Edwin Ray Lankester wa»
sitting iii his officcin the Natural IIlstory museum, London, when he was
visited oy an elderly woman, evidently from the country, who carried a
parcel which she handled with the
most exaggerated care. She was In a

years."

that the island had not stirred
from its former position and that it
was the lake, as well as all the surrounding territory, which had gone
down or had become depressed. This
honest difference of opinion had been

deTennyson In his prime* was thus
scribed by Thomas C'arlyle to Ralph
i
η
the
but
reading
time
by
Waldo Emerson on Aug. δ, 1S44: "One
chapters uud
of the IInest locking men In the world.
Impor a
rudly ovcr
Λ great shock of rough, dusty dark
η,imaged to m
hair; bright, laughing, hazel eyes; maslllst,irV „ud np
sive aquiline face—most massive, yet
country and with tl»·
of sallow brown com-

tl^^s
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SusSZ peculiarities and occupation

the consequences.

stoutly

«η

SirMrsœ=r5
heads^f

son-in-law has to take her name—and

of what Ood has given
ent

handful *M> order».to
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the more select circles unless the woman is an heiress, when the husband la
of as little consideration as α lady. It
Is only when she has no brothers that
α Japanese woman may expect money
from her parents. If they have only a
daughter to leave-their money to, the

the most untoward surroundings men
have found their way to the grandest
achievements. The boy from the log
cabin has outstripped the boy from the
palace. The barefooted boy has outstripped the boy of pampered Indulgence. The plodder has outstripped the
genius. The tortoise has passed the
hare. Whether a man be richly endowed or moderately endowed, his success will depend on the use he make*

ι—· »»'»■-"
ureoious stones of one kind and an
·»
ι·
·»ιιι1 ii very goodly «juantitj 11
η

the same valuable commodity.
The reason why lower class women
receive more consideration from their
husbands than their upper class slaters is that they ure capable of earning
their own livings, which Japanese ladh-s are not. So thoroughly Is this recognized that α lower class woman divorces her husband if she is not satisfied, a thing which never happens In

Personality has done wonders with
both heredity and environment It has
made moderate gifts accomplish marMen with moderate
velous things.
gifts. by patient and persistent application have put to shame the splendidly equipped, who have indolently frittered away their patrimony. Out of

lcr»eretWt>vb,n.Whd:]tl,en^«
"ÇÇ

ways marries again. She brings nothing but α gentle and obedient slave
and takes nothing awuy with ber but

Make the Mont of Your Gift·.

ami won·

ami date. Leonnrck) da \
••Talk of jour Cellini >·■» '.'

Japan·** WItci.
woman doee not black·
en her teeth under any mistaken Idea
that it makes ber attractive; she doe·
It to make herself unattractive. Her
husband is supposed to know ber value. If he doesn't^ he divorcee her. Ile
makes no provision for her, and she
has 110 dowry from ber family. But a
divorced woman fh Japan nearly al-

The Japanese

laughing.

lid."

κν..

that thou urt the only one who ever
well
came up. Have I not, then, dune
thus to destroy the evidences of thy

crime?"
My amazement

found under his pillow."
The old servant dragged the box from
its hiding place and lifted it with some
difficulty upon a heavy oaken table in
the center of the apartment. While he
was feeling under the pillows tor the
key I was examining the box itself.
It was not much over a foot in length
and something less than a foot In

great number of those exiles and descendants of exiles, after wandering
about Italy for many years and trying

A

fifty

baby strong and
cent bottle of

Scott's Emulsion

will change a sickly baby to
I a plump, romping child.
Only one cent a day, think

I

of it.

Its

as

nice

as cream.
nnd try it.

Send for η free sample.
SCOTT Κ HOW Ν Ε, Chemists,
New York.
I 409-415 Pearl Street,
50c an.l Ji .00: rll druncifts.

"Are you sure?" asked the summer
resident doubtfully.
"Sure!" echoed the oracle. "I never
state a thing without 1 can prove It.
I've tried 'em both. Tried 'em twice
on my south porch, I tell you.·"
tt'iijn of the Stutramen.

far as it appeared before
lie told him not to take
his ships into action and so forth, but
In a corner he wrote this short private

peaceful :ts
the public.

note, "Go it, Ned!"

And Codrlngton

Navurino and smashed up the
Turkish fleet
went to

Same Old Story.
"Wonder why the grizzly bear Isn't
exhibiting himself today?" said the
African lion gently.
"He's laid up. The tortoise bit him,"
replied the lioness.
"Well, that's what he gets for fool-

ing with a shell
Springs Gazette.

game."—Colorado

Xot Alna)· Hard.

one of
the victims, "and we considered him
such a perfect gentleman; he had such
a gentle, suave way about him."
"Proving," remarked the other, "that
the way of the transgressor Is sometimes soft"—Catholic Standard and

"Yes, he swindled us," said

Times.
Wronged.
Lucille—But he has no Imagination.
Ilortense—lie hasn't? That's where
you wrong him. Why, he thinks there
are fully a dozen girls In this town
who have hearts that he broke all to

pieces.—Chicago Hecord-IIcrald.

Aaattred Approval.
"The singer has made great stride·
In the profession, hasn't she?"
"Yes, indeed. Formerly, wheu she
received an encore, she wing; now she
usually smiles,"—Town and Country.
Tboae Girl Frltal·.

"I had a proposal last night and refused It."
"You are always thinking of the welfare of others, aren't yon, dear?"—
Ohio State Journal.
,t
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Editer· tad

Tumi —41 JO a rear If paid «cictly In adrance.
taenrlae tiyO a year. Single copie· 4 ouli.
All legal advertisement»
Aûtkatisuuut·
fur tl JO
are dir*a three consecutive Insertions
column. Special contract·
of
Id
inch
length
per
adrertlaanil
transient
yearly
made with local,
—

tri.

steam
Job Pubtuo •—New type. (u« presse·,
and low price·
power, experienced workren
of our btisl·
com Une to make this department
Mt4 complete and

popular.

COMING EVENTS.
f*lr.
Sept 1β, IT, le —oxford County
fair, Can
Sept. a. M, 36.—Androscoggin Valley

ton
Oct. 1. i.—Oxford North fair, An<lo»t .·.
Maine
Oct. ii, a. M.—Annua! convention of
State Sunday School Association, Farming
ton.

ADVEKTISEMENTS.

NEW

Physician»' Prescription

a.

Puree· and Wallet·.
Pall Clothing.
Ρ all liood·.
Yarn».
All In Vour Eye·.

Our

Bankrupt's Petition for DUcbarge.

Best Lantern Made So eta.
Stan·! for Sale.
Notice.

THE ELECTIONS.
Notwithstanding some local

complications arising from the question of nonenforcement of the liquor law. last week's
election was, on the whole, a splendid
endorsement of Republican administration.

Governor John F. Hill was given
thouplurality of nearly twenty-seven
a

sand,

given in
are

not

pluralities

of the largest

one

ever

an "off" year, when the voters
aroused by the excitement of a

presidential campaign.
Maine's entire delegation in Congress
is re-elet ted by about the u*ual majori-

ties

and all counties except one

by the Republicans.
A The local struggle of

ried

Maine

Kaatern

was

most

car-

interest in

the office of

over

sheriff in Cumberland ami

are

Androscoggin

V V/Uiiviro.

The election of Pennell. the Democratic candidate fur sheriff in Cumberland. will be deplored by the enforcement element as it in understood and

expected

policy

the

that

of the late

Sheriff Pearson will be reversed or at
least very materially modified. For tlii*

Republi-

result the Cumberland County

have themselves largely to blame,
defeat by division of
forces. It has seemed to us that after

cans

they courted

as

his

proved

the late Sheriff Pearson had

and willingness to enforce the
liuuor law. he was entitled to and should
have received the nomination that went

ability

to Tr»-fethen. Had this been done the
have
Cumberland Republicans would
at the time of Mr.
been in

position

Pearson's death, in connection with the
Prohibitionists, to have named a strong
who could have been elected.

man

Androscoggin County has succeeded in
electing Rev. C. S. Cummings of Auburn, for sheriff, who is pledged to enforcement; thus the scene of battle
9

Port-

against nullification shifts from
land to Lewiston.
In Oxford

County the entire Republi-

ticket is elected by a plurality of
about two thousand with the exception
of the Representative in the Waterford
District, where Bertrand G. Mclntire of
can

of the ablest and most
Waterford,
popular young man in the county, has
defeated the Republican candidate.
The effort to defeat Edgar L. Flint of
one

Iliram, the Republican candidate for

signally failed;

Mr. Flint's
plurality in the county being over sixteen hundred, and there is food for resheriff has

flection which hie

accusers

should not

overlook, in the vote of his own town
where he is best known and where he

only his full party vote, but
good number of the votes of those

carries uot
also

a

opposed

politics.
of congratulation

him in

to

It is a matter

that

Republican party has been able to
conduct its campaign in Oxford County
the

without

attacking

the

personal

character

of any of its opponents, and without
from the closet any of the
skeletons of years long past. If this

dragging

practice of the opposition becomes popu-

lar we shall have a good collection of
skeletons and they won't all be Republiskeletons either.

can

THK KLKCTKD.

The officers elected in Oxford
as follows;

are

County

S*n»Uir—John U I'hllbrwk of Bethel.
Clerk of Courts—Charles Κ. Whitman of Norway.
County Attorney—Kllery C. Park of Bethel.
.sheriff—K'ljtar L. Klint of Hlraui.
County Commissioner— KdwaiM P. Faunce of
Okfonl.
County Treasurer
George M. Atwoo'l of
Paris.
of
Dee<ls—J.
Hastings Bean of Paris.
Keglster

Register of I>ee<ls, (Western District,)—Eckley
Ballar»! of FryeburxWaWo
Representatives to the LeKlniature
Peitenglll of Kumfor<l: Geo rue J. Parrolt of
Oxfopf; Iliram R. Hubbarl of Parle; Albert
K. Hill of BrowntleM, Kltlott W. Uowe of
Canton; Bertran.l G Mclntire of Waterfonl;
Stla· >'. Peaaiee of t'pton.
VOTE

ΚΟΚ

Rumfoni,

RE Ι" KKS ENTAT IVES.

Pettenglll,
Rep.
.480

Hubbard,

Rep.

BuckHeUl
l'art».

66
«1
13

Milton I'lant.,

400

Hebron,..
.Norway
Oxford,

Parrott,
Rep.
61
jit
152

Towne,

.'«4

"J4

Howe,
Rep.

Holland,

4»

Mexico

Peru,
Sumner,

335

Moulton,
Rep.

Dem.
78
113
19
67
23
18
320

Mclntlre,

43
62
58
72
28
28
44
134

Dem.
81
81
78
29
34
55
211
32

467

58»

Peaaiee,

Thurston,

...

Stoneham,

Stow

Sweden,

Walerfonl

Woodatock,

Rep.

79
ITS
20
ron,
28
Ullead,
Qnftoa,......... β
28
Hanover,
10
Maaon.
tl
Newry
Roxliury,........ 18
10
Upton,
Lincoln PI
«

Magalloway PL,.

—

8t

6

1*7
luS
100

63
178
54
83

Pro.
18
68

151
46

Dem.
90
78
to
»
44

..110

Irish.

Dem.

Marwion,

l.ovell
Porter

Andover,
Bethel.

8

133

111U,
Rep.
116
11»

Hiram,

Denmark
tireenwood

Dem.
44
81

xa

Fryeburg

Albany,

Clark,

m

Brown Held,

Canton,
Dlxfleld,
Hartford,

Hall.

Dem.
113

Deui.
JO
81
3
13
3
13
3
12
3
9
3
—

VOTE FOR REGISTER OK DEEDS,
WK8TEBN DISTRICT.

Ballard,

Brown Held,
Denmark...
Fryeburg,
Hiram

Loyell.

Porter
Stone ham
Stow

Sweden...

...far
...

74
141
128
Μ»
108
64
26
38

Davt»,
Dem.
SO
7*
34
97
12
43
18
23
28
413

Blake,
Pro.
4

1.

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL.
Baptist Church, Rev. H. H. Btahop,
Preachlnjc everr Sunday At 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 13 M. âabbath fcvenlng 8er
rice at 7 SO p. It. Prayer Meeting Thoraday
β Ten In* at Τ JO p. v.
I'nlTeraatlat Churrb, Εβτ. J. H. I.tttle. Paator.
Prea.hing service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Prat
Paator.

Sunday Schooi At 12

A. E. TOUS·.

bHMI M. ATWOOD

THE OXFORD BEARS.

M.

Charles K. Hutchinson, of New Haven,
Conn., 19 a guest at Mrs. C. T. Mellen's.
Mr. Hutchinson is a grandson of the late
Stephen D. Hutchinson of this place.
William E. Atwood is attending school
at Hebron Academy.
The salubrious climate of Paris Hill is
so far above the early frost line that it
can produce something besides a crop of
summer guests when it sets about it.
John Pierce has raised a bushel or more
of the finest peaches that you ever saw.
Mr. Pierce is so well pleased with his
peach crop that he will put in fifty trees
next year.
Arthur E. Forbes and Jarvis M. Thayer
have been taking an outing at Weld
Pond in Franklin County the past week.
"The kids" enjoyed a dinner at the
Hubbard House Wednesday night as
guests of Miss Marion Hallett, one of
"the kids."
Miss Marion Hallett invited "the kids"
and a few friends to witness some fire
works on Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson's lawn last
Thursday evening, and a most pleasant
time »t> enjoyed.
Francis L. Cotton, who has been carrying on the Capt. Cyrus Ripley farm
before its recent sale to Mr. Case, has
purchased the Jonathan A. Starbird
farm.
Miss Stella Houghton is the guest of
her aunt. Dr. M. M. Houghton.
Mr. Chase of Portland joined Mrs.
Chase at O. A. Thayer's over Sunday.
Hallett
returned to
Miss Marion
Boston last Saturday.
There will be no Universalist circle
this week on account of the fair. Notice
will be given later.
Miss Marv Pierce returns this week
to her school at Westbrook Seminary.
Mrs. E. G. Harlow will go to Boston
the last of this week for a visit to

GREENWOOD.
Inclosed yon will find » brief akfctch of
Capt. A. H. Reed of Glencoe, Minn.,
clipped from a late National Tribune,it
which I hope 70a will republish, since
will be interesting to many of your Oxford County readers.
Axel Hayford Reed is the youngest
son of the late Sampson and Hulda (Bisbee) Reed, and was born in Hartford
about 1832. He is my first cousin and a
former schoolmate, we having attended
the same school for nearly fifteen years.
His life record is one of which he has a
right to be proud.
"Capt. A. H. Reed, of Glencoe, Minn.,
is out in an earnest campaign for Congress, for the seat which has been held
for five Congresses by Representative
Joel P. Heatwole, who is understood to
wish to retire. Minnesota will make no
mistake in eending Capt. Reed to Congress. He should have been there years
ago, and would have been but for the
machinations of politicians. He is a
splendid type of the volunteers, who
after finishing their job of suppressing
the rebellion, turned their interest and
attention to Empire building, and were
as successful in the latter work as the
first. He was born in Maine, but at 19
migrated to the wilds of Minnesota and
helped lay the foundations of the now
flourishing town of Glencoe, where he
has ever since resided. He promptly enlisted, in 1801, in Co. K, 2d Minnesota.
He was a splendid, always-ready-for-duty
soldier, and rose through the ranks, becoming Orderly and Sergeant-Major.
its
He commanded his company in
glorious assault on Mission Ridge, and
shortly after reaching the crest received
a bullet which cost him his right arm.
He refused a discharge, however, but accepted a commission as Lieutenant, and
stayed with his regiment till the close of
the war. Then disabled as he was, he
returned to Glencoe and began active
work in buildiug up his own fortunes
and the town aud country. No man in
the country did more. He carried ou extensive farming interests, built grain
elevators, bought and shipped grain on

large scale, organized and conducted
the First National Bank of Glencoe, and
for ten years owned and conducted the

a

BETHEL.

Saturday afternoon, Sept 6, the teachof the public school· were entertained in the Umversalist chapel by the W.
C. T. U. The object primarily was to
ers

discuss with the teachers the "School
Savings Bank.11 As the Bethel Union
and the County Superintendent of this
department, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason, especially, has been much interested in this
work. Miss Ruby Clark read a very interesting paper in which she very clearly set forth the advantages arising from
this effort and from observation and experience she most heartily commended
it. After an informal discussion, Miss
Florence Carter rendered a vocal solo
Light refreshments
very pleasingly.
were served and the social element of
a
the meeting was
pleasing feature of
the meeting. The teachers and union
have been ably assisted by the interest
manifested by the superintendent, Mr.

town.
Will Estes of Auburn is barbering for
Wilson Conant, while he is on a vacation.
A good job is being done on the main

village street.
A few people joined
Bemie on Wednesday.

the excursion to

R. C. Thomes and wife have returned
from Old Orchard.
Friday morning a burglary was discovered at R. H. Morrill's store. Watches
and jewelry seemed to take their eye.
Some clothing and footwear were missITastinge.
Mrs. Mary Chandler of Kiowa, Col., is ed; how much would be hard to tell.
visiting old friends and acquaintances in Entry was made by breaking a large
Bethel.
light of glass.
The Oxford County Baptist AssociaMrs. John Carter, who hae suffered
from ill health for several months, has tion was held here Wednesday and
Oxford County churches
gone to the Maine General Hospital for Thursday.
and three from Androscoggin County
treatment.
About UK) visiting
Mrs. Spaulding and children from were represented.
were
Lancaster, Ν. IL, have been guests of members were present. They
victualed at Nezinecot Hall, and lodged
Mrs. Ε. E. Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Holt returned to among the citizens. A good time, saith
their home in Andover, Mass., Saturday. Rev. Mr. Turner.
Mrs. Horace Murch returned from
The fair at Riverside Park, has been
the all absorbing topic of interest dur- Boston Thursday, where ehe had been to
replenish her stock of millinery.
ing the week.
It has been learned that the burglars
Mr. and Mrs. A. Barker and children
of Methuen, Mass., have been visiting appropriated a team near Hebron line,
it back near where they found it
took
Mr. T. J. Foster.
fields of corn were injured by and turned the horse loose and traveled

Many

the frost and the corn is so backward on.
Rev. E. L. Noble of Dorchester, and
the cauning was postponed the past
mother, and Mrs. Wm. Noble of Newweek.
Bethel friends are sending congratula- ton Center, who have lately visited at
tions to Mr. and Mrs. Koscoe Clark of L. B. Spaulding's have returned home.
Miss Lida Spaulding has entered McSaco, the occasion being the birth of a
Lane Hospital, or training school at
son.
Misses Mildred Tuell and Alma Gehr- Wnvorlv M:uis

ing

the

Bangor Saturday
Kindergarten Method.

went to

to

study

EAST HERRON.
A very swift rain visited us on Tuesfilled.
Glencoe Republican, the leading paper day night leaving the ground well
Our farmers are now selling com,
in his section. He is now also President
of the Duluth, St. Cloud, Glencoe and garden blackberries and pears in the
Mankato Railroad. With him in Con- city.
Fred Morrell returned to Boston last
comrades would have a slalwart
gress
Miss Grace F. Doe in visiting her friend of whom
they could be well Friday.
here.
S. B. Hyerson is expecting hie father,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Doe
r
Benjie Doe has returned from Boston. Τ ht· i*t of September we sa'lly remember,
Algernon Ryerson, to soon return from
Chandler Garland and family of BosWhen the lightning* made havoc, aul thun'lere Lincoln, where he has been visiting his
•ltd roar;
ton arrived at Loren B. Merrill's Saturtwo sisters and one brother of late.
On the 7th we well know there was a charming
Sherman Saugus and Fred Tuttle are
day for a visit of two weeks.
rainbow,
( apt. H. W. Lyon of the U. S. S.
While the *th brought a frost, a» It <11Ί long at work for H. H. Keen in Oxford, drivbefore.
•♦Olympia" arrived Saturday for a brief
ing team.
Maud £. Robinson from Auburn is
stay with his family at "Lyonsden," the Which means that about 12 years ago
The there was a much more destructive frost visiting her mother, Mrs. II. P. Merrill,
captain's summer home here.
captain has recently added to his naval on the saiue day of the month, killiuiz for a short time.
The frost on the morning of the 5th
reputation by his able handling of the everything within its reach, and many of
the apples on the trees were frozen solid. killed corn on low land. S. R. BradOlympia in the sham battle.
L. B. Merrill has erected at Mount The Maine Farmer estimated the dam- ford's corn was killed and some pieces
Mica a new and more powerful derrick. age done by it in this state at one million of fodder corn were spoiled, and nearly
The new derrick has a mast fifty-four dollars.
all vines in the vegetable garden killed.
feet high and an extension boom from
John Freeman and Fred Morrell, of
The recent froBt did but slight damThe
fifty to seventy feet in length.
age about here, and if the present Boston, and II. A. Record caught 300
has
summer
Mica
this
work at Mount
weather continues a week longer, sweet fine fish recently in one day.
developed one pocket of tourmalines corn will pull through.
Irving Monk has finished work for
and some fine cabinet specimens. The
The Oxford corn factory started Thurs- Charles Keene and is at H. A. Record's.
new derrick has been erected under the
Rev. Mr. Kelley's vacation closed last
day and our managing director has gone
superintendence of the most skillful and there to run the retorts nine in number. week.
The grass was white on Thursday
Last week Harry Cole had some relaexperienced stone layer and derrick man
in Oxford County. A. G. Dudley of this tive visitors from Biddeford, and when morning, but no injury was done to the
town.
they went home his father accompanied crops in this vicinity.
Business is lively just now among our
them, thinking to keep on and visit his
FRYEBURG.
farmers.
children in Lynn, Mass.
Every one is making ready
A heavy frost on Friday night, Sept. 5,
Daniel Bryant and his son-in-law, Scott for winter.
injured all the tender vegetation and Merrill, attended the Bethel fair on
crops. It was hoped that the summer Wednesday.
LOCKE'S MILLS.
weather of the first of the week would
Fannie Brooks went on a visit to her
Sept. 8th and the farmers are not all
continue on account of the sweet com
Yarbrother, Kev. C. A. Brooks, of
done haying. At this rate haying and
crop, which will be very light.
mouth, several weeks ago, and returned sledding will meet.
Mrs. Whitmore came home last week
home after attending the campmeeting
Jesse Felt and family, who have been
much improved, but Mary l'age is with
at i'oland.
She commences her school
staying at their summer home on the
her at present.
Nora old farm for a few weeks, returned to
in this district next Monday.
Kev. Mr. Spauldingof Syracuse, Ν. Y.,
Thomas tirst engaged the school, but Portland
Sunday.
who supplied the Congregational pulpit
gave it up in consequence of the illness
Horace Garey died at his home recentvery a> ceptablv in the spring, and is now of her mother, Mrs. John Titus.
at
the
age of 85 years. He leaves a
ly
engaged as pastor, preached on Sunday.
George Covyeon has been in this Vi- wife, four daughters and one son. All
Mr. Spaulding and his sister are now
cinity taking orders for groceries. He were able to be present at Iiis funeral.
stopping at the Oxford.
and one or two others were to hold a
In the absence of Mrs. A. M. Abbott,
meeting at the Centre last Sunday, but
NORTH STONEHAM.
the organist, Mr. Plummer, of the Ox
it miscarried on account of the rain.
his
of
Josie and tioldie Adams have got
ford, kiudly allowed members
in
town
this
Whatever may be said of
home.
orchestra to furnish the music for the
They have been at work for
other respects, no one can dispute but
Mrs. Josiah Stearns of Lovell.
church service.
babies.
for
it
is
famous
that
producing
Mrs. Will Culbert and children have
On Monday, Mr. and Mrs. Harris and
The year 1SÎH» was particularly noted for
Miss M. A. Latlibury and friends left
gone to Casco to visit her sister, Ada
that purpose, and this year they are
Ilolden.
Miss l'aie s for their homes in Maiden
duplicating it to perfection.
Asa Keniston and family are moving
and Cambridge.
The remains of Clara Bryant were
into the boarding house.
Mr. and Mrs. l'ushard started on their
They will
buried in the family cemetery last Suntake J. Bartlett's boarders the coming
vacation on Monday.
Mr. Andrews who came with
day.
winter.
Miss Anna Barrows went to Boston on
them, informed us that it was the 5th
Alonzo Adams is boarding at John
Tuesday to be present at the tirst meet- funeral that he or his brother had taken
Adams.
of
the
board.
school
ing
sendbeside
the
of
week,
during
II. B. McKeen has sold his colt to
Miss Sarah Locke has come back to charge
a number of caskets to other
the village and is visiting Miss Ellen Tib- ing quite
Enoch Bartlett.
places.
Winnie McKeen is staying with her
betts.
Mrs. Thompson of Lyndon, Vt.. has
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. GamHARTFORD.
been at Miss Fanny Tibbetts and other
mon.
After a long and severe illness the
friends in town.
widow of John Kimball died Sept. 8th.
Mrs. Jacobs went home to Maiden on
Hf-'BRON
at the residence of the late L)r. Maxim.
Wednesday.
Dr. and Mrs. Crane came home from
She was a worthy woman and had many
Miss Woart of New York, who has
friends. She leaves one sister, widow Squirrel Island last week.
boarded at the Oxford several seasons,
Miss Hazel Don ham has returned to
of the late Alden Barrell.
was at Mr. Wm. Gordon's a few days
Lot E. Keene has gone to Massachu- Bates.
this week.
School opened at the Academy on
setts to visit his friends.
Mr. Willard arrived on Thursday and
the
We do not mean to steal Brother Til- Sept. 9th with 130 students and
which
the
fall
term
for
is busy preparing
ton's thunder, but the improvement of number has increased each day.
of
number
the
16th.
A
begins
large
Miss Grace Buftipusand Uerbert Bowthe streets in Bucktield village deserves
scholars is expected.
man are teaching in Poland.
the praise of Hartford people.
Arthur Ward, Kobie Evans and Ed
J. F. Moody, Jr., and Miss Daisy CushOXFORD.
Page are at home again.
raan have returned to their teaching in
Mr. Nr. 0. Mclutire, once a resident
MerJ.
L.
Exeter, Χ. II.
Department Commander,
here but now connected with the In- rick of Waterville, and Judge Advocate,
The schools in town opened this week
dustrial School at Lancaster, Mass., is II. M.
visited
of
Humford
We think most of them have
Falls,
Colby
Monday.
visiting friends here.
the F. Roberts Post, G. A. R., Tuesday the same teachers as last term.
a
Mrs. Fannie Waterman has accepted
A social evening was spent
A. M. Richardson was at home from
evening.
position at the railroad station.
and refreshments were served. An in- Portland over town meeting.
Miss Olive Eaton has rented part of vitation was
Mrs. II. A. Cushman is stopping for
given by Harry Rust Post
the house opposite the Oxford and will and W. R. C., to be
present on Wednes- the piesent with her daughter, Mrs. A.
have her parents with her during the
day, when Mr. Merrick and Mr. Colby M. Richardson.
winter.
visited the post at Norway.
Several from this way attended the
Mr. Irish and daughter Maude have
Mrs. Burgess of Somerville, Mass., and association at Buckfield this week.
moved from that tenement to Mr. Chas. Mrs. Jenkins of Mechanic Falls visited
Mrs. Judge Wing and Miss Fannie
Smith's house.
relatives here last week.
Thompson of Auburn spent a day with
Mrs. Randall still continues in a preEddie McKeen and family are visiting their sister, Mrs. Dr. Dunham, this
carious state of health.
friends here.
week.
Mrs. Susan Tucker is so ill that she
Rev. J. M. Butfum and wife of ScranMrs. J. D. Sturtevant fell and broke
has gone to her sister's, Mrs. Alvin ton, Pa., liave been
in
this
visiting
place. a rib one day last week.
Jones', in West Fryeburg.
broke
and
On Sunday, Mr. ButTum fell
Miss Lizzie Shirley was in the village his collar bone.
EAST WATERFORD.
on Friday and will soon leave for Los
Alton Kavanaugh has been quite sick
The fall schools opened the 8th with
Angeles to resume her music teaching.
the following teachers:
A very pleasant supper circle was enVo. 1—Ma Holt.
HIRAM.
joyed by the Congregational society at
No. 2—Ethel M. Monroe.
Mr. J. Johnson's, who has lately moved
Mr. Byron A. Mead of Boston is spendNo. 3—Helen M. ^nntlereon.
No. 4—Annie M. .lenne.
to Mr. F. Thorns' farm just over the ing his vacation at Kli C. Wadsworth's
No 5—Cur le L IMummer.
has twenty-four
lie now
Conway line.
cottages.
No. 7—Alice Monroe.
Miss Helen Chapman of Brunswick is boarder»·
No. 10—Μ Κ. Knlglit.
No. 12—Melvlna Green.
at Miss Paire's for a few davs.
Mr. Albert Jewell is disablod by a
broken hip.
No. 10 lias two teachers but we have
WEST SUMNER.
Mrs. Peter B. Young is sick with not learned the name of the other.
Elbridge Mure h has gone to Madison rheumatism.;
J. 13. Haskell is taking in the Bethel
to work carpentering. lie expects to be
Elder Francis II. Tibbetts has been to fair.
time.
some
gone
the Maine General Hospital for advice,
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Rolfe have returned
Benuie Chandler has returned to his and
they advise him that he has cancer from Appleton. Mr. Rolfe has bought
school, the Leavitt Institute.
of the stomach.
the store of J. II. Dixon and will take
The Misses Glover of Livermore Falls
Mr. Wm. D. Swan of Newton, Mass., possession the first of October.
have been visiting friends here.
B. W. Sanderson returned to Bates
superintendent of American Tube Works,
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Curtis have been is ill at Asa B. Kimball's.
College the Stb.
at
Kumford.
her
visiting
people
Potatoes are rotting very badly.
Dr. Coburn, who opened an office at
Dr. and Mrs. Ε. II. Andrews attended
Mrs. Nellie Ε. K. Howe is seriously ill the Flat early in the summer, died the
the wedding of his brother. Dr. S. L. at
Bridgton.
morning of the 10th, after an illness of a
Andrew», at Clinton, which took place
Mrs. Laurinda IluLchins is in poor fortnight.
on Tuesday evening last.
health.
Democrats aud Republicans alike are
Our community was pained to learn of
to have their reepected townspleased
8ROWNFIELD.
the sudden death of our townsman,
man, B. G. Mclntire, represent them in
which
Lovell L. Gardner,
occurred
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Prentiss of Lynn, the
legislature.
Aug. 30, at Weld. Ilis remains were Mass., are visiting at J. L. Frink's.
at
M. E. Wentworth was in this village
brought home and services were held
DENMARK.
his home, attended by a large circle of Monday calling on friends.
Mr. Stephen Jewett and lady of Manrelatives and friends, lie was an esMrs. Harudon has gone to Lynn, Mass.,
cheater, Ν. II., is visiting with his grandteemed citizen and his bereaved wife has for an indefinite time.
father, Mr. Stephen T. Jewett.
the sympathy of the community.
Many of the city boarders have left.
Mr. Joseph Colby is reported as very
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch have roturned from sick.
EAST SUMNER.
Portland where they have been spending
Mr. Leon II. Ingalls was the receiver
Election passed off very quietly. The a few days.
of $32.ϋΟ at Lewiston fair as prizes for
Mrs. Eaton of Conway was in town
polling place was at the Congregational
drawing, etc., of cattle.
vestry at East Sumner. The vote was this week.
Burnham & Morrill's men from Port102
ballots
were
thrown.
The Universalist Circle met Thursday land have been
light as only
busy the past week getis
safe
the
the
Mrs.
Linscott.
with
However,
just
country
Irving
ting the corn shop ready for packing and
same.
will start up Monday, the 15th. It is
The excursion to the lakes on WedLOVELL.
thought there will be a short run.
nesday was quite well patronized as
has
returned
from
Jessie A. Chapman
fMr. A. W. Belcher caught two pickerel
about 130 made the trip. Trains now North
Conway and Nellie M. Robinson out of Moose Pond that weighed S 3-4
run to
Kangeley outlet at Oquossoc is also at C. K. Chapman's.
pounds. Mr. A. H. Jones caught 4
strtion. The hotels and camps will be
The frost has damaged the sw-eet corn which weighed about 14 pounds, Tueswell filled again when the hunting sea- and other
crops some in this vicinity.
day, the 0th.
son opens.
The scenery along the route
Mr. Stearns of Iowa, a brother of Mrs.
Rev. C. F. Sargent has accepted a call
is wild and picturesque and the traveler ti. H.
Moore, is visiting here.
to preach in Lovell, and has tendered
is well repaid by its attractions. Travel
F. W. Brown and wife have gone on η his resignation here which has been acis still quite heavy over the line.
visit to his sister at North Anson.
cepted.
Rev. P. E. Miller of Cumberland CenProfessor Chambers of New Orleans is
tre was in town on Wednesday.
€AST HFTHHl
his aunt, Mrs. F. H. Swett, here.
visiting
Mrs. S. Kobinson visited friends at He
Corn fields on the intervales were not
some time when a boy thirty
spent
the frost.
West Sumner last week.
years ago in this town. Hie mother was injured by the farmers are
Some of
At this date it is a query whether it
digging potaformerly Maria Charles.
find
them badly rotted.
will pay to start up the corn shops. The
toes
and
Mrs. Seth Ileald is visiting at Saco.
is
school
Bartlett
Miss
outlook is indeed dubious. A hard seateaching
Amy
Ε. N. Fox and wife are at the Bethel
on Bird Hill.
son for packers as well as for farmers.
fair.
Mr. H. E. Bartlett has recently burnNelson T. Fox and wife have returned
kiln of brick.
ALBANY.
from their wedding trip and settled ed a large
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett recently visited
Dr. Komanzo F. Crosse, of Lewieton, down to the stern realities of life.
in Berlin and Milan, Ν. H.
died suddenly on Tuesday, September 9,
E. A. Stanford and his sister Ethel are relatives
Mrs. lone Holt from Neponset, Mass.,
aged 57 years. He was a native of this at home for their vacations.
is at her home here for a short vacation.
He was educated in Philadelphia
town.
The town schools began Monday with
Mrs. S. J. Perry and Mr. Arthur Perry
and successfully prac ticed his profession the following teachers:
from Dorchester Mass., are guests of Mr.
in Boston, Brooklyn and Lewieton. In
K.
Lillian
Mason.
Village—Mr·.
and Mrs. M. E. Bartlett.
No. 4—Abble E. Woodbury.
Boston he belonged to Oriental Lodge,
Centre—H K lia Charle·.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Fox from Lovell
I. O. O. F.
He is survived by a widow
We·» Lovell—Einlly O. IrUh.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean
f.ufkln
(formerly Jennie Turner of New Bed· Slftb
a*t week.
I North LotoU—Blanch· Adam·.
and three children.

ford, Mm*.,)

euCKFIELO.
"Go on with the dance, let joy be unconfined," and so thought John D. Long.
Just before leaving his summer home, he
invited in his immediate neighbors with
children for a good time, John D. leading
the march witn the queen of the May.
Augustus Hersey, son of Ο. H., now
of Portland, is visiting his early home.
Roscoe Tobin, a former resident, is in

SUMNER.
Edmund C. Bowker, an esteemed citizen of this place, died Sept. 2d after
many months of suffering with heart
trouble. Aged 70 years. 1 month. lie
was a soldier in the civil war having
served S years, 9 months and 20 days in
The funeral
the First Maine Cavalry.
eervices were held at his late home Friday at 10 o'clock, conducted by Rev. J.
II. Little of South Paris. The floral
tributes were many and very beautiful,
showing the esteem in which the deceased was held in the community.
He leaves a
Burial at East Sumner.
wife and two children, Will E., who
lives at home, and Mabel, the wife of
Elmer Roberts of Sumner, three grandchildren, three brothers and one sister.

THE WEEK IN MAINE.
ΓΗΕ MOST IMPORTANT STATE NEWS
BRIEFLY TOLD.
At Macbiaaport the coal that dropped
into the rfver where the sardine factory
was burned there a few weeks ago, is
being fished up, so scarce is this article
in that locality.

Keanebunkport and Wells will pass
Nine
their 250th milestone in 1903.
Maine towns will be 100 years old next
year and 11 will bave an opportunity to
observe their centennials in 1904.

Cxtrame

tirniltlvcnr·· of the Fifth

»n<l Dental

Purses and Wallets.

Serve·.

la
Which part of the human body
the meet sensitive to pain?
drawn
A sharp definition must be
Irrihere between Irritation and pain.
tation is not pain, but only a frequent
In
cause of it Thus, a crumb lodged
the larynx near the vocal cords proceed violent irritation and prolonged
actual
coughing, which often results in
dust in
pain. So, too, a tiy or speck of
the eye sets up violent irritation and
inflammation, followed by acute pain.
Of the surface of the body, the ânger
most
tips and the end of the tongue are
sensitive. For instance, a burn on the

Wc have in

The bonds

and bear interest at
five per cent. The last of them will maThe Somerset propture Aug. 1, 1931.
erty is entirely wild land, lying in the
plantations and townships in the northern part of the county.

are

payable

in

gold,

HON. OLIVER ALLEN.
died in East Hiram,
Sept. 4th of heart disease and kidnev
disease, after a long and distressing illborn in Wells, Maine,
\vaf,
,
with his
came
a g. .id, 1824, and
parents, Hosea and Dorcas Blaisdell
Allen, in 18-υ, to the farm where he has
He was a most diliever since resided.
gent, thrifty, and successful farmer

J?%0,Iv.er.A1,M
Τ*'

,β

handsome

a

Rooks,

line of Leather Purees. Pocket

new

Bil' Hooks. Card Cases and Chatelaines.
Y\ t've

never seen

nicer, and the prices

any

r.ipid already, "(though just

the sale is

Cheapest

The

Many

Com»· in and let

The American Navigation Co. has
been organized in Bath, with a capital
stock of 11,000,000, with $400 paid in.
Edward W. Hyde is president, and
than one
James S. Lowell, treasurer. The object fingers is mifc-h more painful
one on the
is to build, repair, acquire, deal in or on the back would be, while
still
tongue would be more painful
navigate vessels.
a
Deep wounds are not painful, as
A despatch from
Eastport states:
the surface in'•While a crew of blasters were engaged rule, save as reparde
external
this week in extending water pipes at jury. Of pains not caused by
Little River, I'erry, seven miles from Injuries, neuralgia of the fifth nerve,
this city, they came across a vein of soft the one which supplies the skin of the
coal. The vein extended some distance head and face, is the most intense. It
along the narrow stream, and was esti- has frequently driven people mad for
mated at about three feet deep, but just the time being, and sufferers have been
how much of the coal is located in that
known to cut and even burn the flesh
vicinity of the stream was not discover- in
desperate attempts to relieve it. The
with
their
ed as the workmen kept on
of the branches of the dental
tbein
rupture
blasting and the water prevented
also causes
following up the vein. Samples of the nerve Ln tooth drawing
coal were brought to this city and the agony so intense that It has been stated
find caused a great deal of interest.
that no human being could endure it
two seconds at a time.—
Another formidable document is being for more than
recorded at the Somerset registry of Pearson's Weekly.
Showhegan. This is the trust mortgage
Τ nidi ii if on the Xlfrer.
of the Berlin Mills Co. to the Old Colony
Trust Co., given to secure the bonds of
A recent traveler on the Niger writes:
the first named
corporation to the "I was anxious to buy some fruit from
The deed is
amount of $2,750,000.
a native woman who came down to the
printed, in the form and size usual to ship, and to this end I produced a
long conveyances, and contains 49 pages, handful of
hud
coppers which I
with a supplement of four pages addiI first
tional. The land described includes the brought out from England.
then six, seven aud
properly of the company in Somerset. showed her five,
Franklin and Oxford Counties in this eight, but she pushed them all aside
and Coos and Grafton counties in In a most unceremonious manner.

state,
the state of New Ilampsliire.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & ÇQ.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

WHERE PAIN MOST HURTS.

F.

us

5

are

others

at

are

so

reasonable that

started.

The best $3 00.

c>s.

prices

between the two.
at the

goods,

show you these

CO.,

SHURTLEFF &

A.

of

Pharmacy

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF k CO.

F. A. ^nt'RTLEFF & CH.

FALL GOODS.
New line of Print Wrappers just arrived.
They are the
"Domestic" that fit better than any other wrapper made.
New styles and pretty patterns, dark for fall.
ONE LOT Indigo Blue and Silver (irey. IiutHe trimmed yoke
front and back, 10 in. flounce, full skirt, band cuffs, only êl.OO.

FALL SHIRT WAISTS are arriving nearly every day.
white cotton are very stylish for this fall and winter

Heavy

wear.

Plain back, tucked
ONE LOT fancy corded White Pi«jue.
Gib-ton front, with large pearl buttons, band cutf with large
buttons, only $1.50.

ONE LOT extra tine heavy White Pi<|ue, plain back, front
with six box plaits and fastened with white mercerized Frogs,
very neat, plain cuff with large pearl button, only *2.00.

Be sure to visit
the fair.

our

store and leave your bundles while at

Smiley,

Thomas

More by way of a joke than anything
else, I then produced a three penny
piece, which she at once accepted, giving me In return Just twice as much us
I had asked for my eight coppers. I
also discovered that she had a great
partiality for white glass bottles. I

Eailcra

Telephone Connection.

MAINS.

NORWAY,

FIRST loson in shoes ν ,uM

^HE

happened to have about half a dozen
empty soda water bottles, for which
she gave me the same number of eggs.
I afterward found that any white glass
bottle had this purchasing power all
The natives send them
over Nigeria.
to Iiida, where they are melted aud
made into rings about three or four
Inches In diameter, to be worn either

relate

A. B. C.
shoes

to

quality.

ot value.

easily

are

Shoes

are

prices

that

and

That is the

Lessons

cheaply

uut

;·.

learre

:

sold here at such moderate
one or more

pair> ,,t·

trv"

genial courteous, and obliging as armlets or anklets."
can be
pu'chased for very little
neighbor and his domestic life was a
One trial of our >chool
model of affection, devotion, and kindmoney.
Re was educated in the common
ness.
enough, barking, which
Strangely
for
shoes
boys and girls will fullv
schools and Parsonsfield Seminary, and
Beems to us so characteristic of the
his sound judgment, sterling integrity
at
demonstrate their worth. They are
is not one of its natural sounds
and far-seeing sagacity made him a safe dog,
is
He all. No wild dogs hark, and, what
counselor and a valuable citizen
handsome, easy, strong and durable,
if dogs are isolated
ttml"-'ri«nce man and a more remarkable,
mashuman
their
We
from
thirteen
time
Call and see them.
served
a
He
for
as
iron.
well
long
stand hard knocks almost as
loyal Republican.
the faculty.
years as selectman, a record not equalled ters they seem to lose
also
Trunks, Hags am!
line of all kinds of footwear,
by any other person in Hiram. He also Thus a number of dogs turned loose always have a large
nerved one term as representative to tli« on Juan Fernandez Island were found
Suit Cases.
legislature. He leaves a widow, two in thirty-three years to have completesons two daughters, and two brothers.
Yours truly,
ly lost the habit, but to be able to reHis funeral was attended at his resiacquire it. On the other hand, wolf
°n Sunday by Rev. Charles F.
as young wild dogs,
of Denmark, who spoke in fit- puppies, as well
his long, and useful life If reared among tame ones, readily
Mrs. M. D. Brown has returned to her ting terms of
It learn to bark. It almost seems as if
and his pure. Christian character.
home in Boston.
MAINE.
that some two vears the sound were differentiated from the
Charles Ross, with his sister and her will be remembered
wediii"tf «as observed howling and yelping natural to the
husband, Percy Berry, have gone to
Grange, No. 152, of which wild canidœ in order to communicate Ε. N. SVVETT, Manager and Salesman. F. W. FAUNCE. Salesman.
Prince Edward Island for a few weeks'

NORTH PARIS.
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews went
to the Sfarbird and Andrews reunion at
South Paris. They stopped over night
with their daughter, Mrs. Chas. Edwards.
J. J. Jennings of North Wayne, agent
for the M. E. Wheeler Co., was at Ε. E.
Field's Sept. 11.
Α. I). Andrews went to state fair.
Rev. Mr. Bishop of Paris Hill preached at North Paris Sept. 7th.
A. D. Littlehale and wife, Mrs. A. J.
Abbott and daughter, Mrs. Brown, Mrs.
S. T. White, Mrs. Carrie Flavin and P.
A. Crawford and wife went to Buckiield
to the Baptist Association Wednesday
and Thursday of last week.

also a

r^iVStr°,D,?

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

ïfr°e

^argent

NORWAY,

hv°\rl"/•"'ι1'1®?.
hi £
d,arter member
twJn^î
twenty-seven years. The members

some

3
visit. Mr. Ross takes his two children
„f
with him and will leave them with his
the grange attended his funeral in a
father.
followed their venerable and
Deacon Dunham, who was badly in- body aud
beloved brother to his well-earned rest.
jured by a horse knocking him down
ELLYJÏ A. WaDSWOBTII.
and treading on his leg, is recovering
II·
Hiram, Me., Sept. lltli, 1!K)2.
very slowly.
THE RENEWAL A STRAIN.
OBITUARY.
Vacation is over. Again the school
FREDERICK N. FRYE OF NORTH
bell rings at morning and at noon, again
FRYERURfi.
with tens of thousands the hardest kind
work ,ia« begun, the renewal of which
Oh, our dear Nat, can it be that he ίie a mental and physical strain to all exhas gone over to the majority?
the most rugged. The little girl
Sad are all hearts that knew him as cept
that a few days ago had roses in her
the writer knew him for the past half
cheeks and the little boy whose lips
century.
would have
Frederick X. Frye was bom, reared and
,
by straw.a* havebad been ''kissed
always lived in Fryeburg. He owned berries,
already lost something uf
and tilled the samo ancestral farm,
Now is a
the appearance of health.
bounded by the Saco in its meandering*
time when many children should be
for miles. His early life inurod him to
atonic, which may avert much
face with vigor the need to strenuously given
serious trouble, and we know of no other
earn or aid to earn his own living.
His
ho highly to be recommended as Hood's
widowed mother was a gem of excelSarsaparilla, which strengthens the
lence, yes a true lady of the old school.
digestion and assimilaHer father was Dr. Moses Chandler. nerves, perfects
end aids mental development by
His father, grandfather and great-grand- tion,
the whole system.
father were notable in the early history building up
of the good old town, not long after the
StntPMinan η ml Gambler.
days of the Lovewell-Paugus fight— Charles James Fox. the English
hence the name Fryeburg.
statesman, wu« even more notorious in
Our dear Frederick X., by his own
the gaming world than lie wis famous
efforts in early life obtained a scholarly
of politics. lie had squaneducation. As a teacher he was solicited hi the world
before coining of age.
in many directions.
Even his services dered $250,000
were sought as far as Washington, I). C., He became one of the most profligate
and Virginia, where a wealthy cousin gamesters of the vicious days in which
lived, and owned three hundred slaves. he lived. Some of his tinest displays in
"No," said Nat, "I was born a free- debate were sandwiched between exman. I will die a free-man.
I will con- citement such uh would unnerve most
sort with none other than those who bemen who hud no serious business on
lieve in free air of freedom." This
hand. Walpole has given a glimpse of
his
was
sentence, dropping from
lips,
passage in this extraordinary
published in a t Uousand northern papers. a typical
A declining mother, a failing sister man s life. He hud to take part in the
and an affectionate, though yet sturdy discussion on the thirty-nine articles in
brother overcame his desire for a more parliament on a certain Thursday. He
extensive field of life, so after his return had sat up playing hazard from Tuesfrom a year's sojourn at Washington, he
day evening until δ o'clock on Wedneshas lived at North Fryeburg, on what
day afternoon. An hour before he had
has been known as "Fish Street."
recovered $00.000 ihat he had lost and
He owned perhaps two hundred acres
dinner time, which was 5 o'clock
of the finest Saco valley farm. His
On Thursday
barn, holding an hundred tons was more ended losing $55,000.
e in the debate, went to dinner at
than filled. His large house was but a 8I
synonym of hospitality for every re- past 11 at night; thence to a club
spectable taveler or visitor. His kind where he drank till 7 the next mornaddrese and genial face wer" familiar to' ing; thence to a gambling h.-uee, where
everyone for miles around, and not an he won fto.ooo, and between 3 and 4
enemy did he have. Hie daily life was in the afternoon he set out on u Jourthe soul of industry, working with his
ney to Newmarket
own hands early and late, even attentive
to the needs of everybody and everyLengthen!»!! a Hee'd Tonxne,
thing around him. Yet his mind never
Man 1m often blamed for driving to
grew old. His library and hie dailies lie
preserved, and the wonder is bow he extinction many sorts of beautiful
found time to do so much.
creature*, but the account Is far more
Five years ago he said to the writer: than balanced by the amount of good
"I may be wearing out; I will never rust lie has done fur those animals which
out."
proved useful and could be turned.
II
Take the case of the bee. The bee
for some time occasioned the apprelives by its tongue, with which organ
hension of his nearest friends.
from
On the 27th ult., he, having gone be- it Is able to extract the honey
yond the three-score and ten life, passed flowers. Now, a bee's tongue Is natupeacefully to the realm of the great rally about a twenty-fifth of an Inch
silent majority.
long. Clever beekeepers, by keeping only
Knowing from personal knowledge those bees with naturally long tongue*,
that he was well-versed in the sublime have succeeded in lengthening the
truths of Free Masonry, I am glad to say
tongues of a number of bee colonies
he was buried by the brethren with such
to the extent of another hundredth of
distinctive honor. Few men lived up to
It does not sound much, but
an Inch.
its transcendent teachings as he.
insects to do a quarIn early life hie mother's well-supplied it enables those
table was largely the result of his own ter as much work again in the same
industry. That, as all his after-life was time.
even characterized by his fidelity to
Man has done more than this for
truth, honor, right, and the ennobling bees. He has given them ready made
attributes, as expressed on the day be- homes, where they are safe froui wasps
fore his decease by our dear President and other enemies; frames for mnking
Roosevelt, when, after grasping ray their combs without using large quanhand in his special car, his eye met my
tities of wax for outside walls, and
eye, close to him, and lie appreciated my
food during flowerlews weather.
nod of approval.
It seems scarce possible that at that
8·τ1η( the Muury.
hour our dear "Nat" was so near the
In a certain parish in Scotland colportals of the "unknown hereafter."
He left a large heritage of fortune.
lectors were going round soliciting conHis warmest religious friends need tributions for the kirk. On coining to
have no apprenheneion as to his future. a wretched i/ttle hovel they hesitated
If justice, truth, virtue, honesty and a
whether or not to enter, but finally dezealous, upright life count for anything, cided to
"try their luck." A hale old
he will receive a future crown, as an emman greeted them, and to him they exphatic illustration of the "Survival of
plained their errand, but he really had
the fittest.1'
nothing to give them, he said.
He never
nor drank a

oJMli!i!

lou

ίη8ί«ί-

hJ

.......

....

smoked,

glass

"Can't yo gi'e up your whisky?" one
of the visitors ask^.
"No," he said,
"
"I don't drink 'whusky.'
Perhaps
practical.
then be could forego the pleasures of
In politics he was ever an earnest snuff. No, be didn't use snuff.
Republican.
The collectors prepared to move on.
"Requiescat in pace," "Vale, Vale," "Stop a bit!" cried the old fellow. "1
oh "bone" Nat.
pay Sandy, the barber, twopence every
Your neighbor for twenty years,
Saturday night for shaving me. Tell
James E. Chandler.
the meenlster be can ktf'e the twoOld Orchard.
pence If he'll come and shave me himof liquor, but was ever ready to aid the
unfortunate.
His religion was broad-minded and

FORTUNE FAVORS

A

TEXAN.

•elf!"

ta· Mad Moon.
"Having distressing pain· in head,
back and stomach, and being without
Cblldren's views of many common
appetite, I began to use Dr. King's New phenomena are often very entertainLife Pills," writes W. P. Whitehead, of
ing. A little girl five years old, aèked
Kennedale, Tex., "and soon felt like a what happened to the sun after it set,
Infallible in stomach and
new man."
"It rolls Itself up In
liver troubles. Only 25c. at F. A. promptly replied:
Shurtleff Λ Co.'·, Soath Pari·; Noyes β little ball, like a hedgehog. And
thafi the moon."—London Exprew.
Drag Store, Norway.

with man and serve his purpose. It is
worth observing that the habit can be
eliminated when desired, as in some
breeds of dogs favored by i>oachers.
Historic Tree*.

Lltchlicld. Conn., has

more

M-Kaatern Telephone

JUST ARRIVED,

Boots, Shoes, Etc..

wear.

in larger quantities and
styles than ever before.

pleasing

more

MEN'S SUITS,
$5.00 to $15.00.
MEN'S PANTS,
$i.ooto$ 5 00.
BOYS'
MEN'S &
$ .9S to $ 3.50.
BOjOTS,
IIATS & CAPS in all the leading
$ .50 to $ 2 00.
styles,
$ .50.
SCHOOL UMBRELLAS,

Editorial Room Wit.

The reporter had just come in from
It was a rainy day,
a murder case.
and he had to cross a plowed Held on

foot.
"I see," observed the chief editor,
looking with much displeasure at his
large and muddy boots, "you have
brought the scene of the murder with

A few of our Mark Down Suits left and
dollars can be saved by buying one of

you."

"Yes," answered the reporter ajwlogetically; "I've got to have some
ground for my story, you know."—
London Express.

them.

Telephone Connection.

Kaatern

J. F. PLU M MER,

Dlm-oantlnft It.

Ile—Here's a story of a surgeon who
amputated his own thumb. Wonderful,
isn't it?
She—Oh, 1 don't know.
lie—What! Just think of his nerve
and the awful pain be must have suf

31 M irk t

PLU

fered.

doubt ho put himself un
der the influence of ether first.—Philadelphia Press.
no

a

New Fall Stock of

Suits, Hats, Caps, Under-

onies; an elm which served as a whipping post In colonial days, aud a willow tree which grew from a walking
stick stuck in the ground by Colonel
Talmadge, the American otHcer who
captured Major Andre, the British spy.

To Predict

GOODS!

NEW

historic

trees than any other town in New England.
Among others are two elms
planted by John C. Calhoun, a sycamore said to be one of the thirteen
planted by Oliver Wolcott, signer of
the Declaration of Independence, and
named after the thirteen original col

She—Hut

E. 31. Nwett'· Bcvldenre I'J-IJ.

IU-:I.

clqthieb !l FURNISHER,

Square,

SALE!

ROBE

H

$3.50 BUYS

Storm.

By placing two iron bars at seven or
eight yards' distance from each other

Paris, Maine.

South

AS GOOD A FANCY PLUSH

ROHE AS WAS EVER SOLD FOR

putting them in communication ou
one *ide by an Insulated wire aud on
the other side with a telephone It Is
said that a storm can be predicted

$5.00.

and

twelve hours ahead through

a

JAMES N. FAVOR,

certain

Ol Main St.,

dead sound heard In the receiver.
Τ*το (lalilr·

For

α

in a

BLUE

make you

shade tree

stops growing and looks as If It won
about to give up the struggle for ι·χ

inspection

little talk

customer of ours.

A

of difierent makes
us

thorough

of Men's
in

favor

of the famous

Kirschbaum's "Vitals Brand",

growth.

and T. S. & Co, make?.

An Exchange of lonrtmin.

We

"No, sub." said Mr. Erastus Pinkley:
"I nebber sold my vote to nobody."
"But that candidate gave you |2."
"Yasslr.
I doesn't deny dat.
He
Jes' come along au' gimme dat two.
an' when a gemman comes along an'
gives you $2 fob uuttin' it nlu't uo mo"
dan common reciprocity to vote foh
him foh uutlin'."—Washington Star.

styles,

have

a

colors and

varied

assortment

ot

prices.

The Dutchess, Madrid &
Werner odd trousers,
we

Again.

thorough trial,

"You are In my power," cried the
villain. "Ha, ha! Revenge is sweet"
"But," replied the heroine, pîaylng
her last card, "your doctor told you
you must not Indulge In sweet things."
"Foiled again!" snarled he and faded

convinced, after giving them a
We are
work, business or dress.

are

cannot be excelled for

the exclusive agents for this section.
What

boy

has not

worn one

"Widow Jones/' "Jane

of the

Hopkins"

We have them in Norfolks and three

away.—Modern Society.

Latest

bard,

The Lover's Precaution.

you think you can give my
daughter the surroundings to which
she is accustomed?" asked the parent
"Well," answered the young man, "I
won't guarantee that You see, Claribel has talked tbe matter over and say·
she's tired of tbe neighborhood."—
Washington Star.
"Do

Armor plate is now used in the con·
struction of modern bank vaults. The
material Is said to give virtually mob
proof resistance.

a

Suits and Overcoats decided

Istence, tbe trouble may often be traced
In tills east
to Its being bnrkbound.
a long perpendicular slit In tbe lutrk
will enable It to resume Its natural

Foiled

a

with you—tell you what we are doing
for your benefit if you will but let us

SlIttlriK Trfp Rtirk.
or

8TORES.

We woulil like to have

cents; children. 2 cents; babies, two foi

a cent.

young fruit

Malno.

FALL OPENING.

conspicuous position

"There will be a concert and fair Ir
Mrs. Parson's sitting room today at
Admission adults, ft
o'clock sharp.

When η

Norway,

STTH0ERrKER

Cent.

novel poster was seen by ti recent
sojourner In Nova Scotia. It was print
ed on rough paper with re«l paint, in u
childish hand, and was tacked to a tel
A

egraph pole

HARNESS

styles

V. K. C.

When you

piece

or

"Little Giant" Suits?

suits.

of Soft and Stiff Hats of the IjMIInoiI &L Hub-

special and Boston Derby brandi.

come

to the Fair call and see our choice

Shirts, Neckwear, Hosiery, Underwear, Gloves,

F. H.

assortment of

Fur Coats and Reefers.

Noyes Company,

SOUTH

PARTS,

CASTORIA

FirtotutsiedChlè*

1ST ORWAY.

■

TU KUYn H111 AiiipBiifki

Bean the

MaHw
<rf

pic fOïiovd Ucmocrat.

County fair

this week.

NOBWAY.

COUNTY FAIR.

It's the sixtieth exhibition.

south pakis.

Will meet you at the fair

grounds.
The fakirs are all on hand anil n<>isy.
You'll be in a hopeless minority if you

ATTRACTIONS FOB EVERYBODY AT SOUTH

CHURCHES.
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. S.
Rid pout, Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday,
10:40 a. M.; Sabbath School, 12 Λ0 M.; Men's
Prayer Meeting at β Λ0; Social Meeting, 7:15 p.

PARIS THIS WEEK.

VOTE OF OXFORD COUNTY FOR STATE AND COUNTY OFFICERS.

A GREAT ART.
The Rare

Ability to Seleet BOetn

Bxeentlre Heads.

Many men mistakenly think that be
they work bard and try har<
Meeting, Thursday they most eventually succeed to som<
The sixtieth exhibition of the Oxford M.; regular weekly Prayer
stay at home.
evenY. P. 3. C. E. Meeting Friday
extent This does not follow. Som<
Agricultural Society will be held evening;
, VU P. *·
Everything indicates one of the best County
men carry on great enterprises wltl
on the fair grounds between South Paris
ftnlversallet Church, Rev. Caroline E. atAngell,
fairs on record.
UKANL* THINK RAILWAY.
and Norway this week Tuesday, Wed- Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, C.1(J:S0
Uttle apparent effort Their success li
U.
L'ouïmenclng June lj, l v.',
School, 12 M.; Y. P.
If this weather holds for three days nesday and Thursday, September ItSth, A. M.; Sabbath
due to skill in selecting efficient exec
7 Λ0 p. u.
meeting,
CARIS
SOI'TH
TKAINS LkAVK
Methodist Church, Rev. B. F. Pickett, Pastor. utive heads.
longer the fair will be a record-breaker. 17th and 18th.
A.
Sundays
Sabbath
—1:51
School,
R., (dally.
Preaching service, 10 Λυ a. m.;
(juliu· 'own ieast
Everything goes to show that with 12.Ό0
4 M F. R.
Many a business man breaks dowi
All roads lead to the Oxford County
Sua·lay only,
m.; Social Evening Meeting, 7 K)0 r. v.;
u-i ,» :30 A.
fair weather this will add another to
meetto supplement the work of in
fair
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class
this
railroads.
the
trying
ί ο V- *
week,
including
P. R., 10:13
this society's lung list of successful ing, Friday evening.
au WCH»:—10 i» A. R..Si»
u
heads of departments elm
il'.v, Sundavs Included). Sunday only,
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor. competent
The free-for-all race will call out some fairs. The cattle exhibit will doubtless
, «
Preaching service, 10:3υ a. m.; Sabbath School, ply because he does not know how U
1
of Maine's fastest ones. You'll want to be unusually large. One man, Moses 12
MO m. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M.
choose the right men. À man of com
CHLKCUKS.
see it.
ïoung of Hartford, has engaged twentySTATED MEETINGS.
Rev. \V. g.
Church.
mandlng ability does not worry him
live stalls. The ball exhibit promises to
r;r»r » ongregatlonal
10:13
Four Granges will compete at the fair
i" ''■> pastor. Preaching servies,
F. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford 7<odge self over details.
He makes out hit
i
t>e tine.
Four granges will probably
«·»■ P. R.; Sunday School 12 R.; Y.
or
on
Τ
;
this year and every space in the hall is
ii.
No. 18, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening
4 \
on
men whe
exhibit. Improvements have been made before
h at ·> P· R. ; Church prayer meeting
fuil moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, programme and then selects
soi'TH paris post orricB.
7.Ό0 A. M; s.UO a. H. to
o«ce Hours: 6:00 to

Ρ
T

engaged.
A large

Λ11, (lot otherat 7 :30 o'clock.
Invited.
.·:. nected, are cordially
W. I'ottle, I'astor.
sst Church. Kev. A.
;·
»:3i) a.
lav, morning prayer meeting,
Sabbath School
«- service I·' 45 a. R.;
β 13 p. r.;
Meeting,
League
worth
Κ
meeting 7 P. R.; prayer meeting

(bout the grounds, aud every one knows
»
hat this society has one of the handsomnumber of good horses are aly,
ready on hand at the fair grounds and est fair grounds in the state.
The Norway band has been engaged
they're coming in every hour.
,
'*
;o furnish music.
There will be balMrs. Charlotte Howe is visiting her oou
(.rayer
ascensions, Wednesday and Thursevening; class araetlug, Friday evening, sou in
Mass.
Pastor.
Waltham,
S.
itnkham,
H.
Kev.
ii-t ι hurcn,
lay, by the Harold Cox Trans-Atlantic
servie· 10 43 a. r.; sabpreaching
Wallace Kiplev of Revere, Mass., is < o., acrobats and gymnasts, who will
!.' *., praver meetlr.g 7:00 p. r.;
;
: ilso entertain the people from the stage.
.•■•ling Tue*dav evening.
stopping at 8. K. Parson's.
Kev. J. II. Little, Pa>tor.
I 'v. r- i-t Church,
Following are the eutries:
Mrs. Herbert Kobiuson of Yarmouth
-crvlce every Sunday at 1 :.'iu p. r.. In
I·-,
2:37 CLASS. PCKSK $150.
Sunday school at 3:30 p. R.
visited Mrs. A. D. l'ark Sunday.
\t A H
Λ unie Uatoes, t>. ni., Jenueee.
sTATKK RKtTINUS.
b.
WlUon,
g„ Itsirtlett.
Good
Cheer
The next meeting of the
<Montun''er. Tcnney.
M.—Paris Lodge, No. m. Ketrular will not be until Wednesday, Sept. 24.
\
t
;
β., Tcnney."
inoon
full
before
or
on
Ttmntty,
t'uewlay evening
t.,
UieKK·
Polly il b.
t.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
Miss Lillian Xoyes of
lioslindale,
I
A lev II .ch. g., HhiT.
lay evening of eaca week.—Aurora Miss., is a
... r·
ch.
Sue
Wheeler.
Miss
<>ctonc.
of
(jreifKguest
it. iiret and thirl Monday evening*
S
Klmer
g. g., Twaddle.
•nth.
Mrs. Cora H<>we is visitiug the family
C'arMta, ic. m., Howe.
Mount Peasant Reliekah Lodge, So.
King Croix, b. s., Itartlutt.
of each of Sumuer Tucker at Bay I'oint, Maiue.
it- -iH-ond and fourth Fridays
Un··» Wiikee, b in., Sma'l.
>'M k'ellow»'Ball.
η
:
Nancy tirayson, b. m., Klctcher.
No. U\ meets
liev. A. W. I'ottle preached at the
Κ -W. K. Kimball Poet,
Wilkinson.
Chlck,
each
of
evenings
third Saturday
Biscoe school house Sabbath afternoon.
uKKK.N iioKtn. plus
in ι*. Λ. K. Hall.
meets flr*t
Kelief
Corps
Ktlua
Kimball
and
Κ
Mrs. Frank Merrill
l\
daughter
■lu'leau, br. * Jor'lan.
In
iturday eveulugs of each month,
W.
A.
at
N»cv
from
are
Gorham
liravaon, b. m., Klctcher.
guests
Hall.
evening

...

So. 29. axseablee Wednesday Evening, on or
befor" full moon. Oxford Council, K. 18. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
So. 1, \rk Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
l.O. «>. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlnp
In <)d<l Fallows' Half, every Tuesday Kvcnlnp.
Wlldey Kucampmunt, No. 21, meetB In Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope R<-bekah I-odgc,
So. .V, m<ets on first and third Friday of each
month.
Κ of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway block
<>. Noyis
every Thurndav Evening. U. R., A.
Division, S«. 12. meets third Frldav of each
month. Lake Assembly, So. 33. I'. S second
and fourth Friday evening» of each month.
I*. of II. >'or»vay Grmge Ή-ete -»econ 1 ai'd
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
(J. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. M, meets In
Sew G. A. R. tail on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.— Meets In Sew G. A. R. Ilall, Mou.

-,

day evening.
Ν. K. O. »*.—Lake-lde Lodge, So. 177, meets In
Sew G. A. R. Hall, on the Bret and thlnl Wednesday evening» of each month
Ο U. Λ. M.—Sorway and South Parte Council,
So. lu, meets at G. A~. R. Hall every Tuceday
•ivenlng.
U. <>. p. F.—Elin Tree Colony. So. 199, meet»
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

ν

Γroui May

■

e.v

s.

u!

il

Λ·

■

λ

fr4

»

M

K.

ι-

an>l fourth

Mondays of

Advertised lettters in
post office Sept. 1">, 1W)2:

F. C. Tribou and family
Machias
;>t week from a visit to

I.

;

>
~

V

Lizzie C. Hutchinson has been
in
η
unci pal of the high school
K<»ton, X. H.

J. Parrott. Esq., of Oxford,
«•-mive-elect from the Oxfortl-Sorilcl»r>'ii District, was in town last

Starbird of the
Fort Du
»r army, now stationed at
I H-laware, is visiting his parents,
and Mrs. W. S. Starbird.

Little's sermon last Sunday
vas a most eloquent one and called out
in unusually large
congregation. Next
;
«unday his >ermon will be on Salvation,
ind will be fully as eloquent.

«rue

I.
r··.

V

A.

Alfred

ut.

famous
.·1ι:«· Martin will exhibit his
The Judge has engaged
,»t the fair.
milk
I'ply the eat inn houses with
ii his i'iiw and what can't be disposed
sale will be used to sprinkle
i'

2 45

τ.

tr.
IV

Is

t<>

certify,

that

Purt?«,l*

to lie, prevarl·ate an·] ex
li the truth, rroui the Ur-t
unUI the ;<l»t <la> ot

uuhorl/c·!
nilnarli.v -trcu
»>f January, lMtt,
nitier.

of Houth

η rljft'l exam nation an I t·* <lulv
Il·· n ic itch an catch-can an·I
i>t> a* an expert In
ail the Unetlt.'•iiiji, ·η<1 l« etitltlol to
the
Un<l treatment of a FULL. ineml-er of
Λ κ Κ. I PS.
e*t
hereunto
my
I
have
Iii wltn« -rt whereof.
in·! a il· I seal this· ->th «lay of September,
AN AM AS,
Nei retary of State to his Infernal Ma.ie*ty.

I he iHjmocrat has on exhibition at its
ottke a bottle «»f genuine volcano dust
from Mount Pelee, which came accompanied by the following letter:
Bath. Maine, sept.s, l»r».
Hn-rijt \f itwi.»·'!,A'ay.
South Puru, Maint.

.«r
vou a
tinier separate cow I aui mailing to
f· II
!>ott e culitalnluK tOlculio <lUKt which
'Helen M. Atwoo.1"
"iithe >:ni 1)1 tne sehr
Itar
lu
LarlWIe
Kay.
•
1 e she lave*I at anchor
ltarl>«>lo» .Vivo
I·**, May Sth, 1 ·«·.», also the
this occurite which contain* an aciouul of
rime an<l that ··( the year ISl'A.
Your· truly,
Wm r. Watt, Master.
schr. "tieieii M Atwoo-l.
Ι»·ιτ

■

In explanation of the above it should
i»' said that although the schooner was
the
at liarbados, uincty-six miles from
volcano, between seven and eight tons of
this dust, (which closely resembles ordishoveled from her
nary cement) was
decks, and the Barbadott Advocate of

"Yesterday morning
says:
of
broke gray and cheerless. The face
the earth was covered with a tine brownaud trees
ish, grey dust. House-tops
aud silence, as
were heavy with it, «lust
of a dead world. Everything was ifuiet
crushed by this dust, heavy, impalpable,
a» far as
a
penetrant, spread out like pall
the eye could reach. From a calculation
ol
it is estimated that 2,&&,l:i0 tons
dust fell on this island in twelve hours,
and this is a small portion of the stream
<>f ashes poured out. What the entirt
cubic displacement is must be something
.May 9th,

tremendous."
At the

Baptist church, Monday

even

ing, Sept. Sth, a reception was tendemi
the new pastor, Kev. Mr. Pinkham. Tht
from the usua
vestry was transforment
meeting room into oue large reception
wa
room of light and beauty, so tastily

arranged

ut

fast recovering, however.
Mrs. V. W. Hills returned from BosShe has
ton and New York Saturday.
been preparing for the fall season's busi-

ness.

C. E. Brown of North Paris was before the municipal court Tuesday and
fined VI.00 and costs for intoxication.
He paid.
Mrs. M. L. Kimball has returned from
her visit at her former home at Ellsworth.

$100.

Norway parties are discussing a trip
to Montreal, Quebec, etc., in the near

future.
of
Commander James L. Merrick,
Waterville, visited Harry Rust Post, No.
talked
">4, (i. A. R., Wednesday, and
with the "boys" for about an hour in a
most pleasing and interesting manner.
He urged the post to work for membership, to enroll all who are eligible to

Twaiblle.
Hall.
lara Wl kee. b. m., Smith.
Hazel I... bl. m., Me Daniel.
Frank K.. ch.g., Keene.
Ch'ck. Wilkinson.
Elmer S., g g

Alcy H., en. g

<

FREE FOR ALL.

PURSE $200.

Chubb, ch. g., Wheeîer.
Helen, br m., Pledge
I.aumlrynian, g. g., Wlgifln.
Coinnio'lore Dewey. ch. κ Xeleon.
W lley.
lke Wllkr». br.
Angle Wllkee. br. m., Hollan<l.
Mea'ler hoy, br g., Fogg.

membership,

Eilniuml,

Trafton, of

Mrs. Mabel Knight
Portland is visiting friends in town.
Mrs. Knight formerly lived in Norway.
Her father was elected representative
from the Norway District at one time.
The little seven-year-old «on of Herbert Dyer was attacked by the dog of J.
F. Bolster on Beal Street Saturday afterbruised.
noon, and quite badly cut and
A cut across the nose and cheek required eleven stitches. The boy is doing
well now.
Clarence M. Smith is shingling bis

Kennle. b. g.. Ko»».
llallle Kolllne, b. m., Foee.
Ano«lyne, br. g., Martlett.
b. g., Walters.
I>an'ly

Boy,
f>. g

etc.

March.

2 -27 CLASS. Pl'RSE |200.
Jarre- T.. bl. ir., A. E. Ku«*ell.
Air Wllkee, b! « A. E. Kusoell.
Glailyt· «elle, b. ui, Λ. H.Jack.
Kuby Wl'kes. b m K. L Cummlngs.
Kite. br. ic·. K. ". Jonian.
orphan Wilkes, b. β., H 8. Hasting.
W iUon, b g
S. 1 (artlett.
Chubb,c g, t. H. Humpue.

nee

buildings.

Rev. John A. Harding is at home from
bis work for a two weeks' vacation. He
bas many Norway friends.
Wendell Rounds, who has been clerking for F. P. Stono, is teaching for his
sister at Leavitt Institute, Turner, for
ι while before returning to his studies
it Bates.
Hon. Alfred S. Kimball and wife left
For a trip west Thursday morning. Mr.
Kimball goes as representative of the
Lirand Lodge of Odd Fellows of Maine
to attend the Soverign Grand Lodge to
be held at Des Moines. Iowa. At Boston they join the New England delegation as well as those from Canada, where

—

J

j

THE STREET LIGHT PK'>dLEM.
What is the real advance in price demanded by the Oxford Light Co. tor
street lights?
Let us take the new contract with
Norway Village Corporation for a basis,
Under
as that is an accomplished fact.
had
t'ue old dispensation, Norway
J'J 1-2 1200 candle power arcs, total
candle power :ΐΟ,«Μχ>, and paid $30.20 per
Under
light, total payment $1,073.60.
1200
tlie new contract Norway has 12
candle
candle power arcs and 73 2">
of 10,220
power incandescents, a total
candle power, and pays *1,472.50; an increase in price of about 37 per ceut,
ΰΰ per
a decrease in candle power of
cent—a real advance of nearly 100 per ;
cent.
If South Paris makes a new contract,
its citizens must expect to pay on or 1
B.
I about the same basis.

with chairs, rugs, plants
Mowers. One attractive feature wai
the table at which the refreshments wer«
served. It was most tastily decorate*
The refresh
with palms and ferns.
choco
ments consisting of Russian tea,
late and fancy cakes, were very daint;
aud palatable. Mrs. E. A. Howe ant
Miss <;r;tce l>e Motte presided at th<
table, and Miss Ethel Crockett and Mis
The pasto
Kabelle Morton served.
with the deacons standing near the doo
There were ad
received the guests.
welcome
by th<
dresses of cordial
diffei
pastors and representatives of the
Kev. Mr. Little of th
cat churches.
L'niversalist church, who was the firs
i
to extend the hand of welcome, spoke
a most cordial and hearty manner. The
1
.line L)r. Brooks of the Congregation:)
church, who by years of experience
spoke words of loving and fatherl
council. Kev. Mr. Bishop, from th
mother church at Paris Hill, in kind an 3
cordial words, expressed his delight i α
having a brother pastor so near hi η
Mr. Benjamin Swett, representative froi
Methodist church, expressed his interet t
and joy that the church had agai η
secured a pastor to whom they mui >t
The pastor responded t
"iook up."
the addresses in a most earnest tuaniu
and expressed his pleasure in meetiu
the pastors and so many friends, and h
desire to unite with them in the grei
work of life—the redemption of mei i.
Music was furnished by the quartette >f
the church. An informal social follow* d
after which all departed to their horn* ts
feeling »hat a most delightful evenit g
uad been spent.
it

<

am

$200.

REUNION
STARBIRD
The reunion of tbe Starbird brothers
uni sisters with their families and other
relatives occurred Sept. 10 at Grange
flail. The earliest history that we have
lived in
states that "John Starbird
Woodstock at the time that town was incorporated. In 1^2"> his farm was set
iff to Paris." He was born Oct. 3, 1707,
uid his wife. Sally Toby, Sept. 20, 1772.
They had 10 children. Stephen R.
vas the ninth child and was born May
1*5, 1*12. lie married Abatrail Andrews,
she was born June 1, 1818. To this
tnion was born 12 children, of whom 4
direct
ions and ϋ daughters are living and were two Pullman cars will take them
Returning they
to their destination.
ill present.
He | will visit Chicago, the Pennsylvania coal
The mother died March 29, 18Ô9.
.Harried "id, Ann Morgan, 3d, Mrs. Har- fields and other places of interest being
riet Churchill. The father died June 2(5, çone about two weeks.
i>m;.
Norway people as usual visited Bethel
At the noon hour those present as- fair one or more days.
1
Mr. aDd Mrs. Arthur Swan of West
sembled in the upper hall and marched
Mrs. Edna Thomp- ; Everett, Mass., are visiting in town.
!o the dining-room.
K..
*■'
Prof
·,··Λΐίΐ<Ι«>ι1 fit tb» hianii
Thn tables i
Mrs Allpn has been on a business trip
ere bountifully spread with tempting I to Boston for a week.
Whittle, ;tu export geologist from Boston,
ianrfs, and beautifully decorated with! Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Sawyer, of Bath,
.mil made an examination of the feldspar
There were 53 partook of visited at Rev. B. F. Fickett's during
ut flowers.
While Prof.
mine at Mount Marie.
inner. At one table was the oldest and the week. Mr. Sawyer is an uncle of
Whittle's report to the company has not
of the firm
that it
oungest representatives of the Starbird Mrs. Fickett, and a member
yet been made, is is understood
builders.
unily. The oldest was Mrs. Harriet, »f Kelley, Spear & Co., shiphis
will give assurance that feldspar of fine
duties
lied 82, widow of the late Stephen Κ., | Alfred Laferrier returned to
quality exists there in large quantities.
is third wife, and Miss Gladys May, is teacher at Hebron Academy the first
The work of combining the N'ew Englied »i weeks daughter of Frank Leslie if the week.
land and Eastern telephone exchanges
Ned Cross was thrown from his wheel
ud Gertrude Thurlow Starbird, and |
lia.^ already begun and it is probable that
reat granddaughter of Stephen R. Star-. Tuesday and quite badly hurt.
1st.
it will be completed by October
Mrs. C. D. Waters is visiting at Dr. B.
ird.
Employes of the Eastern are now enAfter dinner there were songs and F. Bradbury's for a few weeks.
instruEastern
the
Ernest Drake of Haverhill, Mass., is
gaged in replacing
of those present: F. j
! hidings by some
ments by the regular Bell telephones,
some of his laughable visiting friends and relatives in town.
ι. Starbird gave
after which the wires of the two ex-1 fadings. Alfred Starbird, lieutenant in ι
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Stiles entertained
changes will be connected at one switch-J tie regular army, gave a very interesting the class of 1891, Norway High School,
board, making a large aud valuable local ilk on the habits and customs of the Friday evening. There were presont:
uckuge. After the combination you I 'hilippinos. Mrs. Esther Gilmore of Dr. and Mrs. II. L. Bartlett, Mrs. Evis
can "hello" almost everybody.
Worcester, Mass., daughter of I.evi Star- Allen Kimball, Jennie Γ. Baker, Mr.
I. Jackird, brother of Stephen R., was present and Mrs. O. P. Brooks, Solomon
9TB Κ Λ Κ Κ t> MO Γ NT AIN.
liis beiug her first visit to Paris.
son, Mercy E. Millett, Sadie E. Millett,
Miss (îeraldine Whitman is attending
Photographer Stone of Norway took a Florence M. Paragard, A. L. Proctor,
school at Stu rte vaut Hall.
Mrs.
icture of the ten brothers and sisters, Mrs. Lizzie Whitmarsh Sampson,
Mrs. Ethel Whitman is speuding a few
are a little over 553 A. C. Tracy and Martha D. Tracy.
united
.'hose
ages
days with frieuds in Auburn.
Executive Committee: Mrs. Sampson,
ears.
Pearl Maxim cut his foot quite badly
who is 87 Mrs. Bartlett, Mrs. Brooks and Misses
Miranda
Mrs.
Cummings
woods.
last Tuesday while at work in the
A most
ears old was in the hall iu the afternoon, Baker autl Sadie E. Millett.
1'he blade of the axe went entirely
result of the
if
ter supper the young folks took charge pleasant evening was the
to
a
hiiu
log
through the foot, piuniug
f the evening and presented the fol- gathering.
The wound
on which he was standing.
Miss Stella Pike has presented to tho
jwing programme:
had to be sewed up both on top and botHoward Shaw
library a very fine picture of "LongHe will not be able toi I uric
tom of the foot.
Κ. I.. Starbird. fellow in his Library."
The same has
ItMdlng
Florence Starbird
do any work for several weeks.
t'hWUng Solo
in the reading room.
been
placed
I
little
Four
girl·.
Wesley Turner is having his house >lnlogue
At the annual Communication of
Mr*. I'erkln* and Mrs. Thoinp* >n.
>uul
plastered.
F. L. Starbird. Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F. «fe A. M., the
leading
a
Dr. Whitman came near losing
Howard >haw.
luslc,
officers were elected Friday
Ethel Hardy. following
.aluable Jersey cow the other day. In tccttatlon,
Berry.
evening:
Augustin*
she
(fiuarks,
stone
a
wall,
attempting to jump
Mr». Cora l'erklne.
W. M.—George Ilazcn. Esq.
ong
Howard Shaw.
caught one hind leg between a couple of I tu»lc,
S W.—A. J. Mearne, Km.
the
over
Beatrice Ste»ene.
forward
and
lecltatioo
boulders
■I. W.—C. I4. Raruw, Keq.
plunged
at
Edwards
pluuo.
Trca».-I<M M. Nuilth.
wall. It took three men some time to ,'lo.-lug hymn... Mrs. Charles
Sec·.—U. D. Snilti.
Good nights were said and then closed
extricate her. She is *till very lame.
H nam e Committee—C. F. Ulillon, E. F. Smith
the
to be remembered by
learn
cows
Can
by
long
·-co. Haz-n.
anything
day
ami
Query,
R.
Starbird.
lescendauts of Stephen
A banquet was served after the work
experience?
visitare
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Swan
iu the third degree at which about
THE PARTING AT THE TRAIN.
ing friends in Auburn.
seventy-five members partook.
—

I-

Pl'RNE

Wednesday, Sept.

is the date fixed
the village
upon for the opening of
schools. The many friends of the new
wishes
best
their
him
principal extend to
for his success.
Will Libby is once more upon the
street. He looks as though he had lost
Hois
as he claims twenty-five pounds.

Tenuey, s.. Tenney.
Hlnnelta, b m., H .11.
Clinton M.-tM, b. m Kuseell.
l'olly H b. ni., Grcge.

Mrs. (^uint of Dry Mills will lead the
Howard Shaw sports a very handsome
him last ( Christian Endeavor
meeting at the
s*. Bernard dog that came to
»
-k. Although the dog carries a name | lollow school house Saturday evening,
«,
at the
it's collar, Howard has been unable >ept. 20, at 7:30, and will preach
and until he | tiscoe school house Sunday, Sept. 21. at
t- vet to locate the owner,
board j :30 and 7:->U. All are invited.
il»*es so the dog will continue to
rates.
at the Andrews House at transient
Mrs. Jewell, accompanied
by her
Wilson at·
A.
Mnt.
(ieorge
aughter, Mrs. Rice, and sister. Miss
and
Judge
< >strander, returned from her summer
?· :. led the reunion of the Judge's regilast f ome in Ruinford last week. Mrs. Rice
nient, the 24th Maine, at Togus
in
Company | as returned to her New York home,
«• •■k.
The Judge enlisted
Mrs.
11. .1st .Maine when about twenty years ι lit Miss Ostrander remains with
(ien. Banks in j ewell for a short visit.
.tge ami was with
I. nisana and at the siege of Port HudWhen you are hungry at the fair
"Folorn
n. volurteering as one of the
rouuds be sure and not forget the
II··!···'" at the first assault on the works {'■'
irge restutant of the South Paris
an·i was fortunately one of the few out (
The best of
'«•ngregatioual Society.
"f three hundred volunteers who escaped
Ltod is always served here and this
-ierious harm.
i-sturant will also have the exclusive
famous
I n· I.iar'e Club has received a shock. s ale on the grounds of ShurtlefTs
I s feelings are hurt and it resents the j, :e cream.
i: „'niiy. A South Paris man. who is not
The Burnham & Morrill Company
of the club,
» member in good standing
s tarted up their South Paris corn facLicense from
•ι»
received a Liar's
a part of two
jry last week and worked
Massachusetts which allows him to go "
The
ays canning succotash and beans.
unrestricted
competition
and
int direct
1 idory will be run again Tuesday and
»i'Ii the club, and in this town, where r
the fair,
jay then shut down until after
else is
petition in most everything
f the frost holds off, it is estimated that
and
strangle·!, the community will rise
an
half
f lu re may be about
average crop
this reckless
ρ ••.•St as one man against
f sweet corn. If the frost don't hold
iiiovatiotu Here's the license:
ff—but that's another story.
TIIK xscik.nt οκι>κκ or
AKICATOKS.
George D. Martinez, treasurer of the
KM SS AN l> INlltriLNDK.NT l'KKV
IK
iount Marie Mineral Company, was in

It

CLASS.

on

Monday, Sept. 22d,

h., Jur<lan.
Nancy Grayson b. m Fletcher.
<vtone, ch.'t».. Gregg.
Twinkle Wl k··», b. ni Kuesell.
• l'iontuinler,
Teuney.

»

LlCENSt..

PURSE

•lui lean. br.

Rev. Mr.

Ira Mure h has purchased the Lyman
). Morse place on Kill Street and will
Mr. Murch offers
nove into it at once.
j lis place on Park Street tor sale or to
ent, as per advertisement in another
private
the track.
< olumn.
strawberries and cream on the tenth
Special meeting of the U. Ο. G. C..
Chas , k hich was to have been Saturday even■September are good enough for
Charles picke<l from his j n^. was postponed on account of bad
b Bennett.
some of the hand, feather to this Monday evening.
Lady
v ries last Wednesday
'inest strawberries that the Democrat | )earborn, Deputy Grand Commander,
, kill be present.
iias ever seen.

*

and Oquossoc

Nanc. ι.» ray-on, b. m.. H. G. Fletcher.
Scrlbner, h. g, F. H. Wljc*in.
Kln* Cro'x. ο. χ-, L. U. ''artlett.
octone, ch h U" m. Gre>;<
l'inpli» b. jr., C. J.
•laine- T., bi. g Jame·» Thompson.
ΛΙΙ VVUke», bl s., A. E. KuAeell.

■λ

L1\K

history.
Norway citizens to the number of forty
enjoyed a trip to Rumford Falls, Bemis
10th.

Promoter, ch. g- W. K. Kiicl tll.
Cln····!*.ch. in., .1. K. Lu«e.
( ariotta, g. m., Ε Ε. How·.

Mrs. Susan F. Whitniore of Bowdoiniiun came to South Paris last Wednesiav and will spend the winter with her
laughter, Mrs. A. W. Pottle.

ksport.

inesday.

U.

2 32 CLASS.

proving.

The store of N. Dayton Bolster & Co.
vill loso iron 12 o'clock noon until ·"»
·. M.. Wednesday and Thursday, this
vi
k, to allow the clerks to attend the
■ounty fair.

w
'·

»

n

Mrs. Abbie J. Tubbs and her son,
Oscar J. C., of Waterville, were in Norlast week.
way on business a short time
Élection lias bccome a part of ancient

♦-'HO.

Sam, br. if., C. J. Ku-«»ll.
Pure >alt b. g Tarbox.
Newconib.
sioi.ehtm. b
l'ure Wllke*, g g., Ta· box.
Slco, blk. g. W. A. S· leon.

Miss Ethe Ro.val, who has been seriousy ill with diphtheria in a hospital in
Worcester, Mass., is now thought to be

return-

PCKSB

Chubb, c. s., W. J. Wheeler.
•Joker M., b. g J. I. Mlllett.
Helen, br. m., Jame* Ple'Ige.
Nancy G ray non, ·>. m., H. G. Fletcher.
Topeka, c. χ.. F. II. Wlggln.
< icton
ch. g., VVm. lireg*.
Γ m pire, b g,C.J Ru-* II.
Jatne-T.. br. κ Jsine·» ΤΙΐΊΐιρΛοη
\oo<lyiie. br. g L U. llartlelt.
!>■·. .lack, b s Λ. U. Jack.

Rov II. Porter closes his clerkship at
IV. A. Porter's store and begins his
course at the University of Maine this
Reek.

ui

U. Ο. U. C.—Norway Commander?, No. 247,
meetb necnD l auiI fourth Thursday evenings of
»nch month

b. in., Hall.

2 -34 CLASS.

Paris

Alice W. Allen.

r-t

α'

South

UlUUWi.

I'railllrctlvi, b. g., Gr»gg
H.tiel L.. hi. m McDau el.
Frank K., ch. g.. Keene.

Earnest Hoiin&n.

«.race

i[

illnnctta.

Mrs. Downs of Newark, X. J., was a
<uest of her cousiu, Mrs. Oscar Royal,
last week.

Stuart of this place is at■·« Hebron Acadetuy.
Morse and Mrs. Hall and son of
M
E.
Mass., are quests at A.
v. :·:·.

M

amer s.

»>

C. —i>econ*l
nth.
No. 181,
»*.—stony Brook Lo<lge,
I an't fourth WtdowUv evenings
.olllh.
Hamlin Lo>lge, So, 31, meet» every
vt-ai Pythian Hall.
WiMMlmen of America.—-South Parlν
:\«7. meet· imcon·! an·I fourth Tueeulu*·» tn Uol'len Cto>m Hall.

M

;»

ta

..r
II

1

uct.

Part» Urauiçe,
the
! :in<t fourth Saturlay; ilurluK
Ιο
the year, mette every Sat un lay,

tυ

tu

OXFOH.

POMONA.

Oxford County Pomona Grange will
South
hold its October meeting at
Waterford on the second Tuesday. Programme:

a woman'· duty to her I
Yoptc. What commute*
ueUbuor? t'aper »Mn> Melville Muuroe, 1
followed by dUcuselon.
Mre. Roee Davie.
Recitation,

Reading.
Paper,

Bear

Souk.

Mountain and West 1'aris Grange·,
Caeco and Norway Granny-.,

Topic, Packing

and

Kthel Monroe

Marketing Apple·,

C. W. Rverson.
Bear Mt. urange.

Muelc,

Localities desiring farmers' institutes

in the near future will

sec re tar)·.

please notify

the

J. A. Roberts, Skc.
CARD OF THANKS.

hearty thanks to our
We extend
kindfriends for the aid extended and
our

bereavement,
ness shown us in our late
that they
Also for the beautiful tlowers

presented

to us.

Hudson Knight,
Livonia Kniuht.

A ce'.tlc maid of fair physique
Among the people r»me;
A Msrvlng maid for the elite.
Down la the state of Maine.

BUSINESS

With graceful pose the earth she trod,
Her face was passing fair;
Her eyes were brilliants ilnely set,
oh my! such lovely hair.

Ping-pong hats at F. H. Noyes Co.'s.
Vuu will need one to wear to the fair.
Blue Stores, F. II. Noyes Co., Norway
and South Paris, will bo open first two
evenings of the fair.

sturdy youth who tills the soil,
Well to the manner born.
Became enamor· d of her wiles.
With heart strings badly torn.

A

There came a parting of he ways,
l>owu lu the State of Maine;—
We've nothing further to remark
Of parting, at the train.

A PARSON'S NOBLE ACT.
"I want all the world to know,"
writes Kev. C. J. Budlong, of Ashaway,
Κ. I., "what a thoroughly good and reliable medicine I found in Electric Bitters.
They cured me of jaundice aud
liver troubles that had caused mo great
suffering for many years. For a genuine,
all-around cure they excel anything I
Electric Bitters are the surever saw."
work in
prise of all for their wonderful trouble".
Liver, Kidney and Stomach
Don't fail to try them. Only Γ>0 cts.
Satisfaction is guaranteed by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; Noyes

A careful estimate of the Aroostook
potato crop for 11K12 places the number
ο» bushels for shipment at over four millions. While this would be a talliug otT

of about two million bushe's over last
would
year, the crop caiefully considered
be called an average one.
The plans for the new Grand Trunk
station in Portland have been accepted
but just what they are have not yet been
disclosed. The matter is now wholly in
the hands of General Manager Ilaye and
Manager McGui ;an; as soon as the word
is received from them to start the work
The site will be the lot
will be begun.
at the corner of Fore and India Streets.

Drug Store, Norway.

Parkhurst correspondent: "A
Says
family here recently drank for breakfast
Wheu they were
a dozen cups of coffee.
a

information placed in hit
Journal
possession by the Kennebec Hartnett
Thursday night Captain T. E.
who is working on the Olive Broad
murder, Friday went to South Fayette
and secured information that eliminate!
ν
Isaac Douglass of Bowdoinham, no
under arrest on suspicion of knowing
who killed Miss Broad, from the case
>
It was clearly proven that on thi
:
day of the murder at Cornish, Augus
>
20, Douglass was at work all day, as hi
had been for several days previously, οι
Thorn
ρ
the farm of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
not leavi >
son, South Fayette, and did
21.
of
the
until
August
there
morning
Acting

NOTICES.

on

■

about done the lady of the house saw
something that looked like a hornet's
wing in the cream pitcher. It wasn't,
though; it was a mouse's ear, and the
Well, it
mouse was fast to it, too."
was rougher on the mouse than it was on
the family, after all.

cause

S.

do

things efficiently.

concerns

ο

&

3
ο

little time in their offices. They travel
or remain at home, but the business
goes on like clockwork simply because
they know how to select men who can
efficiently do the work assigned to

them.
It is a great art to duplicate oneself
in another and multiply oneself many
times by selecting those who are vastly superior to ourselves, but who did
not happen to have had our opportunity to do the thing themselves.—Success.

Λ Careful Old Lady.
An old lady applied at a registry office for a maid.
"I want a little girl, between eighteen and twenty-two years of age. who
Is fond of mushrooms."
"Fond of mushrooms?" Inquired the
"That Is something I never
agent
Inquire about from my applicants. I

.2

S

ï

=
J

Ο
Ρη f*

ο

Ph
58
78
190
118

44
19
60
51
45 2
δ
02
127
74
71
93
65 1
00
130
20
13
2
7
03
70
13
28
14
71
6
61
97 1
120
29 1
103
10
2
191
52
22
12
207 148 2
45 3
101
82 1
330
01
10
43
107
18
5
4(54 114
84
18
20
23.
18
83
20
50
θ
10
113 148
29
137
3
4

1
2

1

1
1
0
2
4
1
3

1

14

£

59
78
174
118

73

20
127
72
94
135
20
7
08
28

70

65
126
102
10
191
23
222
157
334
00
100
18
402
83
20
83
59
10
112
137
0

α
ο

Ο

£

a.

α

α

58
78
170
118
00
20

73
02
135
27
7
OS
28

70

97
29
52 6
11
137 43
47 2
79 08
10 4
43 0
5
114 17
18
23
18
20
0
149 1
29
1

The one exception was the big, surly
dog that keeps watch and ward over
She respected Hector In
the farm.
his own place, but that place is at a
distance. She did not want him or his
kind to approach near enough for in

In

Norway, Sept. 5, Leon,

eon

of

purchase
see our

νου.

the

A

DOG FOUND.

stray ΙιοιιηΊ ha··

come

Into

mv

to go with me?"
"Yes," replied the little maid. "1
want to go. but p'ease don't let any
dogs happen to me.'"

Lung troubles. Guaranteed bottles 50c.
Trial bottles free at F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Noyés)1
Dru# Store, Norway.

and $1.1)0.

and Inclosing an outside stair,
while In the yard still remains a portion of the old gallery which in the

For the first time since ISO.". Franklin
case on
County seems to have a murder
its docket. Herbert Holbrook of Wilton

middle ages was found In so many
Most of the front is timhosteiries.
bered. Each gable Is surmounted by a
curious chimney. A curious feature of
the interior Is the upper floor, which is

is conlined in Farmington jail, charged
with shooting his wife. Holbrook and
liis wife quarrelled and he claims she
shot herself. The prisoners reputation
is decidedly against him and it is intimated that his counsel will enter a plea

plaster.

The Girl and Her Play.
Once upon a time there were η young
ady and a young gentleman playing
ι two handed game of euchre.
"I offer you a solitaire diamond,"
said the jouiik man as he played the

of

Know.

perity.

COCOA

JOHN M.

.South Pa le, Sept. 4,1902.
COUNTY OF OXFORD

To JON «THAN

1902.

9
149
29
3

13

8

1

and

in and

you'll get

while every line is
are

we ask you to

ready

come

to

and

range from

prices

The

00.

MAINE.

Bears the

to 3 «lay» at Fast Rumfonl,
To fi mile» travel f>n came,
16.17, to 2 «lay» at court house, adjourned session,.....
To 40 miles travel on came
Jane 23,24. 25,26, to 4 «lays on lake trip,
To 125 nillee travel on ranie
July 8. 9, 10, to 3 «lav» at Itumford Falls,
To 80 mile» travel on fame
July 22, 23, to 2 «lay» at Parle court house,
adjourned session
To 4o mile» travel on same
Sept. 2. 3. 4, to 3 dut» at I'arls court house,
To 40 miles travel on name
.........

Got It.

PARLIN,

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,

Next door

to

PaPIS, Maine

South

Post Office,

Sold

of

{^Proprietor

by all Druggists.

YARNS!
Bolster &. Co.

Dayton

N.

are

showing

a

line of the Celebrated

complete

Yarns,

Knitting

"Talmar Brand"

Dr.

We have it in SCOTCH IRON, SPANISH,
SAXONY, GERMANTOYVN & FLOSS.

5(H)
330
2 50
3 ex
7 5u
6 80

THERE

280

85

3 68
5 00
4 00
2 50
3 68
2 50
3 68

SOUTH

pcttcr

NONE

IS

Squaro,

MarlLot

MAINS.

PARIS,

GOOD MORNING!

2 5>
1 K*>
7 50
3 68

Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

BARTLKTT, Dr.

May 26, 27. 28

RECIPES

P.

ERNEST

$71 .V»
I'HILIJROOK.

June

"Fact Is," said the one man, "1 maras
ried because I was lonely as much
for any other reason. To put it tersely.
I married for sympathy."
"Well." said the other man, "you

$ 7 50
β 40

5 00
3 2(1
10 ou
10 Oil
7 5fl
H 40

f 11

_

5 Of
3 20
7 .VI
2(

«74 9C
JONATHAN BARTLKTT.
South Parle, Sept. 4,1902.

have mine."

Canal Kind.

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr

Nodd—What do you mean by saying
that my baby Is Just an ordinary baby?
Todd—Why, he is precocious and
beautiful and the beet that ever lived,
Isn't he?—Life.
Thonsrhtfnl.
"Weil, he's a very thoughtful
good hearted fellow anyway."

10
112
137
4

1

COMPOUNDED ACCURATELY AND AT FAIR PRICES.

the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
Court, and tne seal thereof, at Portsaid
In
District, on the Uth day of Sept.
land,
A. D. 190·».
A. 11. DAVIS, Clerk.
[I.. e.J
A true copy of petition anil order thereon.
Attest: A. H. DA VIS, Clerk

ting

The

18

autumn

new

NORWAY,

FAMILY

DISTRICT OF M AISE, S9.
On this lith day of Sept., Λ. I). 1903, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 2'ith day of Sept.,
l'joi, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnoand
that
the
In
forenoon;
at
10
o'clock
trict,
tlco thereo'be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
Ami It Is further ordered by the Court, That
credknown
all
mall
to
send
shall
the Clerk
by
itors copies of Mid petition ami tills order, adas
residence
of
at
their
them
dressed to
places

BREAKFAST

Artificial Flymaklnv.
is
The trade of artificial flymaklng
in tho
the lightest lingered business
world, and It le not oue man or woman
flies.
out of 5,000 who can learn to tie
the
These tyers are remarkable for
their hands,
beauty and delicacy of
cau
and only the cleverest of fingers
deal with the "niggling" work of knothairs that can hardly be seen.

83

AND

XOTICE TIIEREOÎ*.

Walter Bakers

to
"There is just one thing I desire
with my
know in order to be contented
lot"
"What Is it?" she asked.
to
"Will you hold me up as a model
as you now hold
your third husband
to me?"—Chiyour tirst husband up
cago Post

5
114 17

PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS

Bankrupt.

OIUIElt OK

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

some as-

18
402

Tbi Kind You Have Always Sought

requirements of said Acts
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Where ore he prays, That he maybe decreed
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against ids estate, under said
Bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge
Dated this 3<"th dav of Aug., A. D. 1!<02.
JOHN McMENAMIS.

and that is by constltuway to cure Deafness,
an In-1
lonal remedies. Deafness Is caused by
of th<
tinned condition of the mucous lining
Inllamed
lube
this
When
gets
Tube.
(eustachian
sound orlmperfcct hearing,
you havea rumbling
Is the re
ind when It Is entlrelv closed Deafness
1
can be taken
suit, and unless the inllammation
STATE OF MAINE.
al condition
out and this tube restored to Its norn
nine case»·
fotever;
be
will
destroyed
iiearlng
Is
noth
which
out of ten aro caused by catarrh,
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
of the mucous
lug but an Inllaincd condition
AND ROAD BILLS.
surfaces.
for any
September Term, 1902.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
canthat
catarrh)
case of Deafness (caused by
Send for
not be cured by Hail's Catarrh Cure.
COUNTY OF OXFORD
circulars, free.
To JOHN M. PIULBROOK,
O.
Toledo,
F J. CIIKNKV A Co.,
1902.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 cents per bottle.
Kill»
River bridge matter, $
on
liest.
the
27.
ar«
28,
May
llall's Family Pill·
To 40 mile» travel, at 8 cte.,.
June Hi, one <Ι:ιν ee»hlon ut court house,..
4ti mil·*» travel
June 23, 24, 25, lake trip
86 mllee travel,
lune 26, one day at far!·
46 mllee travel
July 8,9. t Rumfonl Fall» on bridge
"kI miles travel,
July 22. one day adjourned pension,
40 mllee travel,
»
uji S, «lie ilav seeing to contract
4f> mile» tiavel,
V»pt t, one day at Greenwood on state
r»ail
20 mile» travel
■Sept. 2.3, 4, regular session at I'arls,
40 iiilie» travel,

S'ew York Herald.

to

insanity.

portion

of that suit
"The best I can do is to give you my
aeart." the young woman answered as
she played.
"Then your whole hand goes with
t," he said.
"Yee, Charles, dear," she replied.
Moral.—There Is such a thing as
ilaylng into the other player's hand.—

52 6
11
140 44
47 2
78 69
10 4

FOSTER,

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.

stated.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Witness
the
local applications, as they cannot reach
of the said
by
one
is
There
only
ear.
of the
di-eased

ice

5
6

trict Court of the Cniteil States for the District

ful medicine gave instant relief and soon
He writes: "I now sleep
cured him.
soundly every night." Like marvelous
Broncures of Consumption, Pneumonia,
cliitis, Coughs, Colds and Grippe prove
its matchless merit for all Throat and

wall

7

possession

BOY'S WILD RIDE FOR LIFE.
of Maine:
Me Μ ΕΝΑ M IN of Kumford, In the
With family around expecting him to JOHN
County of Oxford. and State of Maine, in
to
18
miles,
and a son riding for life.
said District, respectfully represents that on the
die,
OldcNt Inn In Enclnnd.
for Con- iith day of April, last past, he was duly
get I)r. King's New Discovery
under the Acts of Con·
In the village of Norto St. Philip Is sumption, Coughs and Colds, W. II. a'ljudged bankrupt
that he has duly
grees relating to Bankruptcy;
death's
be
the
endured
to
It
claims
Inn.
Brown of Leesville, Ind.,
the George
surrendered all his property and rights of
with all the
wonderhas
this
and
but
complied
fully
in
sthma,
from
property,
Eng- agonies
oldest licensed village alehouse
and of the orders of
A

land, the license dating from KU>7! Its
appearance Is eminently picturesque,
each story overhanging that beneath,
while the front is broken by bay windows, a porch and a flight of stone
steps leading to a doorway in the wall.
At the back are more quaint doors and
windows, a turret built against the

come

whether you

makers.

$5

The

variety,

now

Eastern 'Phone.

Sheriff Newell T. Fogg, who was re- that the owner may have by proving property
ami paying charges.
elected sheriff of York County, has servCHARLES L. CASE.
I'aiis Hill, Sett 8, lflW.
ed notice on the hotels and drug stores
announces
and
to stop selling liquor,
that he shall ^ive York County all the
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
This (n the matter of
ι
enforcement its citizens want.
Old
and
McMKNAM IN,
JOHN
Saco
J) In Bankruptcy,
will include Biddeford,
bankrupt.
Orchard.
To the Hon. CL4UE.ni κ IIai.K, Judge of the Dis-

waut

4

Our suit stock is made by

assortment.

to

time to

now.

later,

now or

leading

B.

H.

Maine.

good

a

Anyway,

$18.00 down

GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

South Paris,

years.
forIn I.ocke'e Mills, Aug. 28, Horace Garey,
3
S
merly of Sebago, aged Si years, months, days.
In Sweden, Sept. 2, Moses Knight, aged'sc
years, 4 months, 12 days.

and it's

in handsome

are

complete.

Samuel Richards,

90

display

on

the broadest selection

Glasses to Fit Any Eye.
.ΊΟ YcHra Experience.

Howard T.

27
7
08
28
70
61

12
2
03
13
14
6

Clothing

patterns

This is an age of 'Infective eyes, but
not so much one of seuiulvs eye trouble as before the extensive use of
glasses. Statistics show that blludness has OECBBA8S1) OVER 60 PES
CENT since the advent of glass.s for
the correction of complicate'! optical
defec.s. We like to Jo our share In
Let
"the good work" along·

help

65

2714 1086 102

3536 1512 232

3514 1521 235

make your selections

le a saying expressive of imaginary
trouble. It I* more probable that
real trouble will be all In the eyes.

us

94

11
191
23
221
157
333
βυ

8

13

8

13

3 10

3175 1558 419

SutUCiKt Ion Ouaraiiteed.

5 days.
Knightly, aged '.· months, James
Clark, aged
In Aiidover, Sept. 8,

timate acquaintance.
Having beeii invited by a lady of
the house to take a walk down lo
the village. Marjory hesitated a little
"Why, Marjory." exclaimed the lady.
In an Injured tone of voice. "d< :i't you

All He Wanted

8

S

"ALL IN YOUR EYE"

DIED.

Telegraph.

"My duar," he wild softly.
"Well'Γ she returned, with

11
139 46
47 3
81 09
10 4
42 0
δ
114 17
18
23
IS
20
0
149 1
20
3

is

helping

44 18
δ 1
62 2

127

Clark,

Mr
In Nnrw iy, Sept. ti, by Rev. B. S. lUileout,
Solomon II. M illttt and'M les Amy Perry, both
of Norway.
Iti Norway. Sept. 10, hy Rev. J. Λ. Harding,
Mr. Forrest D. Thurston of Krrol, Ν. II., ami
>11ss Aihlle Titcomb ol Norway.
In Dlxllelil, Sept. 7, Mr. George Klliott of
Rumford and Mrs. Theresa Hall of MUton.
In Noith Fryeliurc, Sept. 3, by Rev. Hainan N.
Stone, Mr. Nelson T. Fox of Lovell and Ml»s
Iva B. Charles of North Fryeburir.
In Bethel, Sept. 8, by Rev. F Κ. Barton. Mr.
John W. Wcstielgh and Miss Una M. Lovejoy,
both of Mason.

20

66

β

s

β)
44 1
10 4
68 10

50
78
174

a

Marjory'» Proviso.
Baby Marjory has been having her
first experience of rural sigh'.s and
sounds, of green things growing, of
flowers hiding in the grass, of cows In
the pasture, of horses in the stable.
She was delighted with all but one of
them, says a writer in the Philadelphia

of

u

Our Fall

MAHR'ED.

■*

e.

3530 150S 233

3555 1496 224

O.
In Greenwood, sept. 4, to the wife of Win.
Kmmons, a son
of
John
wife
the
to
29,
In Rumforri Fall», Aug.
scoe

S
s

02

13

7

S

I

«

44 1
19 4
60 8
51 4
44 18
5 1
62 2
72 1
65 6
60 1
12
2
03 7
13
14 5
6 6
95 9
29 δ

127

61
127
101
10
191
23
220
156
332
00
100
18
402
84
26
M
59
10
112
135
4

Ο

3

M
ο
χ

u

BORN

Smith, a daughter
InSaco, Sept 7, to the wife of It
son—Hugh Mason

Q

Μ

β

Politics seem to be a little family
affair at Jonesport wliere 17 of the voters
are Darned Alley and 58 Beal.

J

SJ

Κ

rz

M

ο

£

s

φ

s a
44 1
19 4
58 10
51 4
38 17
δ 1
62 2
72 1
65 4
(Μ) 1
13
2
ft! 7
13
14 δ

14

3535 14S5 233

3548 1519 20

3Γ-21 1532 228 24

Λ

13

7

©
ο

2

α

S3 m
44 1
19 4
41 5
51 4
67 44 17
δ 1
20
62 2
127
73
72 1
05 4
94
00 1
135
20
11 1
2
7
ai 7
00
29
12
14 δ
70
0 0
01
126
97 9
29 0
101
2
10
50 0
193
12
22
213 144 47
47 δ
152
81 09
333
10 4
00
100
43 0
19
4
401 114 17
19
84
23 2
20
18 1
83
26
59
9
10
111 149 2
29
137
3
4

S

h

δ8
80
173
119
66
20

13

don't understand."
"Well, I am very fond of mushrooms
myself, and there are so many mistakes made. The Idea came to me several years ago, and It was a dispensation of Providence that it did or I
should have been killed. I make my
maid eat a portion of all mushrooms
brought to my house before any are
I always require It."
served to me.
replied the old lady. "I have lost two
excellent maids from toadstools dur
lng the last five years, and. of course,
1 could not think of taking thi? risk of
eating mushrooms unless I had a maid
to test them."—London Globe.
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carry it out to the letter. Indeed
It is a sign of weakness for the head
of a concern to bother about little de
tails. It shows that he lacks the Insight. the business sagacity, the ability, to select and to manage men who

Many heads of large

£

ο

ε-

can

can

a.

4

«

«

·=

ο

1902.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

May 23, to 1 day at Kills River on adjournΦ 2 ft*
ment..........

ant >

,
"I can't see It I was at his hom<
aud It never occurred t( 1
him to ask me to stay to dinner."
li
"That's Just the point: his wife

yesterday,

taking cooking lessons."—Exchange.

Willie'· Query.
1
Little Willie—Say, pa, this book sayi
wastes
anything.
never
nature
Pa—I guess that's right my sou.
Willie—Then what's the use of a co?
-having two horns when she can't evei
on one?—Chicago News.

play

I
The first shipment of wheat frou
ii ,
CBicago via the lakes was made
ν
1838. The shipment consisted of se

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cup

Thirty-Eight

enty-elght bushels.

Roman Oormandi.

I

Highest Awards in

Europe and America.

Walter Baker&Co

Established 1780

A11 l.tlledue

me

f

Limited

Dorchester, Mass.

NOTICE.
must bo

paid

cause of this.
Yours very

truly,

To 20 mile· travel on same,..
May 27, 2S, to 2 day» on location of Kllle
River bridge and roade
To 25 miles travel on same
June 15,1«. 17, to 3 days at I'arle, adjourn-

ed »e»slon,...

To 70 miles travel

same,..

...

July

To 54 nillee travel on same
8, to 1 day at Hum ford Fall» en petition of selectmen for location of

bridge

To 10 mile·· travel

on

ll session,..
To 70 mile» travel
I. 2,3, 4. to 4 days
To 7() miles travel

on same,
at Parle
on samo

same,

July 21 22, 23, to 3 days at Paris, adjourn
Sept.

South Parle, Sept. 4,1902.
on or

L1NNEUS R.

Itcfnri

COLE.

WANTED.

clerk
A young inan for delivery and onler
had somi
Either married or single, one that hae own
ham
In
Address
In peddling
apply.
writing No users of liquor need
Drawer
N.,
Lock
Address, W. L. B.,
Manchester, Conn.

OXFORD,

NOTICE.
accounts at m
AU persons who have
roui
store and wish to settle with roe personally
I shall b
do so during the present week, a·
b
will
accounts
the
and
week
away after tide
left for collection.
Β. Y. RUSSELL.
South Paris, Sept. IS, 1902.

STATE OF

1 6<

7S
6 (K
5π
4 Hi

CASTORIArmrfwsmcii**
TbeKiod Yob Han Alwajs Bought

2Λ
8i

7V
5»
in 0 1
561

ί

«(15 5 !
TAYLOR.

MAINE.

88.

Before me,

CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. Juil. Court.

îvotiok.

In the District Court of (lie United state» (or
tlie District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
JAMKS A. TUKI.L,
of Sum.ier Town, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of James A. Tuell, In the
:
County of Oxford an<l dlntrlet aforeeald
Notice la hereby given that on the 6th (lay of
.lames A. Tuell
said
the
D.
A.
1902,
Sept
waa duly abdicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of bla créditera will lie held at the
Court House, In South Parts, on the 24th day of
10 o'clock In the forenoon,
Sept.. Α. I). 1902. at said
creditor» may attend,
at which time the
examlno
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
the bankrupt and transact such other bunlneaa
eald
liefore
come
meeting.
as may properly
South Parle, Sept. 8,1902.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankrupted

Having examined and audited tho foregoln
we allow thereon the following sum

STAND FOR

respectively :

...$711 0
To John M. Phllbrook
741
To Jonathan Bartlett
651
To Randall L. Taylor
KLLKRY C. PARK, County Attorney.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk 8. J. Cour ι

S

copy—attest :
CHARLES F. WHITMAN,Clerk8. J.Cour ti

[

(

accounts,

A true

week at

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

Γ 0<
2 0<

Sept. 4,1902
Personally appeared the above named Joh •
M. Phllbrook, Jonathan Bartlett and Randall 1
at
Taylor ami made oath that the foregoing
counts by them presented and subscribe
are just and true.

experience

unpaid

.....

on

June-23,-24. to 2 daye on examination of
lake roads.......

RANDALL L.

left for collection
Sept 16th, 110-2. or willIn l>e
my buMn?ss le tb<
Have made a change

■

Roman ,
NOT DOOMED
The ancient Creeks and
Win ?
"I was treated for three years by good drank wine freely at their feasts.
doctors," writes W. A. Greer, McCon- was their beverage. Indeed Bacchu
nellsville, 0., "for Piles, and Fietula, held high carnival among them, an
but, when all failed, Bucklen'e Arnica the Boman would gorge himself wit II
Salve cured me in two weeks." Cures
his stomach b
Sores, food and then empty resume his sei t
Burns, Bruises, Cuts, Corns,
means and
artificial
or no pay.
Piles
Salt
Rheum,
II
Eruptions,
drink to his fi 11
at table and eat and
2&c. at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., South
Paris, and Noyes Drug Store, Norway. again.
FOR LIFE.

KEOI8TBB
OF DBKDë.

countt
ATTOKNF.T.

CLF.BK
OF COURTS.

κι γ. το
CONOKEMS.

OOVF.BKOB.

SALE

IIV MOUT1I PARIS.

I offer for sale

on

or

to rent the Ira Murch stand
Moore Park, In South
house, ell and stable.

Pari Street, opposite

Parle.

Single

tenement

at South Paris

-

Savings Bank.

«

Best Lantern Made 50 cts.
illuminating power,

For

ience and
have

no

durability

equal

even

amoi.g

which cost you much more.

large

conven-

these lantern»
those
Extra

oil tank and burner with new
globe and swings

lever which lifts
it to one side.

cent. lanterns for
full
size globe and
25 cts. They
1 burner, and are strong
No.
large
Lantern globes
and convenient.

The

common

50

use

5

cents.

J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

Ivers & Pom Pianos.

S

A WoodertnJ Medicine.

ι

Expand*.

The C*n«»erTatory

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
CormponUeooe on topic· of interat to the bull··
U solicited. Addreu : Editor Huhkmaw:*»'

fy EECHAM'S

Γ*

COLimw, Oxford Democrat, Part·. MAla·.·

PILLS

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This 1
new buildings on the Back Bay.
\
For Biltotis and Nervous Disorder*, such m
is the la-ge»t school of music in the C Viid and Pain in the Stoma:h. Sick Headache,
Fulness and Swelling a!t-r meals,
f
Giddines·,
wo-ld, and its pre-eminence among
r Dittine-K and Drowsiness, Cold Chili*, FiushAmerican institutions has be«n conceded J
ings of Heat, Loss of >rpet'te. S>»r.-nv-<s of
e*ei s'rce It wan fouuded in 1S53 by Dr.
# Breath, Costnreness. Blotcicsea the Ssia, DisEben To irjee.
I t jrtxd Sleep, Fr.fchtfu! Die*"—,a J a!i .Ncrv 'US
/ and Trem1?. ng Sensa- ·>η«. e·;. Tf~e*e ailrnenta
Tweity ye^rs a<jo, when the depart- S all arise from d > ·>γο·--«j or abus*J ccaaiiun
ment ·»ί pianoforte instruction was being [
Ç of tf»e stomachΡ ands »Ihrer.
U quickly restore Females
developed a few Ivers Λ Pond p'aros rC to Bcecham's
co-r.pietehealth. T-c. proopdj rsmoveany
w< -e purchased.
Sirce then, as the con- J obstruction or
irregularity of ske s> stern. For a
se-Taco'y h;vs expa'ded, there ha.e V Weak Stomach. ImpaireJ Digestion, Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
gradually been acquired 2β> Ivers A j I
With the expansion in- r they act like majv—a few doses wi'l v«rk *cnPond pianos.
buildnew
\
the
ders
upon tha V:;al OrpTs; Strinu:..cnir..: tne
cidental to moving into
C Muscular S>stem,reM'ji.:.,; t'iclou^ liuilcm·
ing, the board of directors of the conol'rr.-e.
f pic ion, br.:-;;-g baca .c Κ-ν
servatory hi *e placed their order for 31 / and aeorrainn mr'ih ffct fonriorf of
> t* er^y
additional Ive-s Λ Pond pianos, making J HoaJth tha «Μ/· p* ys
\ of I ha humur. (ra.·.·:. fjr tl· ruanng
a total of 299.
re- (
C off favcra ttmy a ο
Higher tribute to this famous Boston ? nowned. Tne»e are "fa. s" admitted fcy
art product would be hardly possible / thousands, ia all c.'a«s*s of aociety, and ar.e 1
t-> ?ke .V-.nus and
than 20 years' continued patronage by r7 of the best isju.-an·-.·,
that Bv~--fcira's HSl ha\e ti e
Debilitated
this most criti'Vl of musical institutions. \ Lj'aest b. of any P.
t V j< rte m the
/ lor Id. This ba* bcee achieved
1
From the Boston Herald, the leading S W ithuut the puiiliutiijn «.i twjlinoiiiils,
for
issue
P..'I*
have
mattv
î>?en
S
in
its
Beecham*»
year·:
of
New
England,
(
newspaper
a terevcr t: e
J the popular family feJ-.-e
of July 13, 1902.
\ English language U*poaca,^nd they now stand
/ without a r;mî.
W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
10 cents and 25 certs, at ail lirug stores.
j

Count),

South Paris Oxford

DOUGHNUTS
S·. MS.—Word

better than

are

easy, make a smooth surface. ami any one can apply them to
FARE ONE DOLLAR.
wall*. ceilings. inside woodwork, panAdditi nul Sunday Service.
Many
tries. kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
r* Coast «ad Interior
H«»ort· of ,\tw i:B|l*nd.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
lommenrtng June I'.th, 1 «-J, èteamere leave clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
lia
In
Wh<irf.
an<1
t rank.lu Wharf. Portlsn 1,
Don't pay fancv prices when vour 'lealer will
Ku«:un, <laliy, '.San<iay* lnciuled) at ? Mi r u.
furnSh v. û •■Mit-uœ.t Interior fcnamela" at the
■>. 8 CahI'F.k. Axent. In lia Wharf. Bo*t«>n.
eanit· price a* onilnarv paint.
Τ M Kaktleit, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
KKF.K Color rarl ani our booklet. "Howjto
Portlan·!.
R»-'urn!»h the Home With 5ui Buylnit New FurA FI HA59COM. G Ρ AT A.
niture."
( alνi> Ai HTt.N, Vice Prea't A lien'. Manager.
Atlantic Ave Bu'tun.
Made by Heath 4 M'lligan
Co.,
General OSi**,
Chicago.
Also Floor l'aint. Floor Varnish, Coach
m
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,
CL£AX«IX«i
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
ΙΛΙ» BEALLIU
For sale by.

They work

M'f'g

CATARRH

FOR

(TRi:

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

CATARRH

Mâl.tK.

»OITII PARIS.

le

Ely's

Ka*v

um.

Cream Balm

60 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

l pleasant to
Contains no In-

an

jurious 'lrug.
Itl"'4U. t.·Λ«irUM.
Give* K«tf

at once.
icle.j
-ta«*

V;

AUay» Inflammation.

COLD"* HEAD

Meal* αοΊ l'roWtli the MemSrane. ReHort*
Ine *n«- >f Ta.te an-: Smell. Lan^ size 30
<-eot-; Tria, s lie 1 ·>:. at Druxirt-t* or ov mail.
EL Y ΒΚυΤ .Ifclis, Se Warren .street. Sew York
A-» r."«ending
ν
cr'ι··>
ς·:·

Hay Makers
Attention !
Don't f; il

hit··:

:

η

,...

(·

·■

■rrl

a

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

deecnption m»?

!»*etrh and

η free whether au
aent.iMe. Oommur.lra.
ν
*.
"!*ml. Hundbnokon I'atviiU
V f.,r
.,·
jririif patent*.
..·,
u.-ii îlui.u Λς Co. receive
t.i*· *1
κ:··. wit boat cintrée, lathe
p.-

ι«

ν

:r

<

»

r

-·

*·

Scismific JImcrican.
itMMvWUK Tartest

τ oar

i'.'jrn.·

·.

cir·
·

*■>

ntb».»L Sold by all newsdealer*.

& Co.3e,e~*'J—' New York
MUNN
Brv:-h once, ®5 F Pt.. Washington. D. C.

the

to see

··

Ideal Mower,

Deering

Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

an^ Wa'ter A. Wood

Harvesting

also

Machines,

bargains.

always on

Rakes,
A

good

at

etc.,

line of

good

hand.

repairs

"Painkiller

A. W. Walker & Son,

Is the best

neuralgia,

South Paris, Maine.

piyrnin
UnmLllPU

'j:i ^Valn

d

λ

_re

Mall orient

promptly

1c

Wool

teaching

TUESDAY of each week

Ulle·'

the

on

V.

commencing

Feb. lbth

James St·, Auburn.

PARKER'S
HA! iri BALSAM

u>d baai.fji th· hak.
h.moM a 'ai'^raul growth.
»cv«r Fal'.s to Kealor· Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Cutm «η Ρ d mm ft hair

—

In every

Carpets

to close out odd

|

ANbKKWS

A LOW PRICE
OS

is

GUITAR
AND
MANDOLIN
HOUSE, South I'atln,

BANJO,
lit

rveume

Permanent vMrti·,

—

lumbago.
the genuine

sciatica and

of imitations,

wtll

Pari»,

and

town

village

may be
the

patterns and clean

had,

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Wain and Danforth Sts..

DOES YOUR BOY NEED

pupils

33^ per cent, higher
privilege.

YOUTH.

Is the formative

period.

What a boy reads in his

youth

enjoy

becomes

a

part of his very character. To give your boy a chance means that
and your
you will see to it that he has the best surroundings,

encouragement.

"The Concentrated Essence of the
Whole World's Wisdom"

Britannica has been termed. Let your
boy
interesting pages and he will look with disdain upon
"flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas. To him there is
nothing so attractive as truth. Give him material out of which
he can construct far-reaching ideas. Invest
Is what the

Encyclopa-dia

read its

ONE DOLLAR TODAY

and put the Pritannica into your home where your boy, as well as
it continually, and
your girl, your wife and yourself, can consult
when he attains manhood, there will be no place in literature or

professional

life to which he may not

aspire.

DELAY.
acquaint

me

with the details of yuur Britannica offer.
Name
Street

City

SON,

Bromo-Quinine

For MÛ·

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

What is CASTORIA

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
GRANGE BLOCK,

NOR Λ AY.

Over Advertlter Office,

|

large stock of new
nnd Organs, and hav»*|

I have

Piano>

for Castor Oil, PareCastoria is a harmless substitute
It is Pleasant. It
Syrups.
Soothing
and
Drops
goric,
nor other Narcotic
Morphine
neither
Opium,
contains
is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Its

substance.
age
Diarrhoea and Wind
and allays Feverisliness. It cures
cures Constipation
Troubles,
Teething
Colic. It relieves
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
antl natural sleep.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

CASTORIA

GENUINE

a

ALWAYS

nice tades in second
ha d ins ruments.

some

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, "i octave, almost new
for $185-

case,

One walnut case Toole piano, almost
for 8*200, worth $230.

new,

He Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

One second hand I vers & Pood piano,
walnut case, for 8330, worth £5·μ».

«THCCT.
TMC CCNTâUN COMPANY. TT (SUAMAT

NCW

VOM Cfît.

Rum-

I have a nice oak
organ
ford Falls. 11 stops, that I will sell at
trade.
great
at

case

a

at South
One second hand Estey organ
*
Paris, almost new, for 8 VV
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for 845

one second hand Dyer «I* Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost §125, for 865.

One second hand square piano, a nice
for 81 15, worth $140.

one,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Strich & Zeidler
PIANOS.

Wheeler,

W. J.

ΒΙ,ΟΓΚ,

RILL· IV«S

Jlninc

Month Pari·»,

W. H. Winchester,

No Better Piano made in this
other Country.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

or

W. C. McARDLE,

any

agent,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

by

00.,

Soutt

Pari·, M·.

Rrcrrds, Blanks, Horns, and

©

Berlin,
Catilogues

Mainstay

Trui 'IF." Atwood's Bitters

Builders' Finish !
Also Window & Door Frames,

CHANDLER,

sent on

application.

bility

[QUAKER

to

the Economical Sense

RANGES

V

dura-

un-

\

questioned, and
every-day
pleasure.

their
a

They

ν

New

use

Hobbs'

in

made

are

Variety Store

England,

easily duplicated.

and any part is

II.

They
VS

RANGES,

YOUR EYES.

Tlie value <»f Perfect Sight is
only known by tlie want of it.

Dr. J. Franklin Harris.
REFRACTION SPECIALIST,

has located PERMANENTLY in South
Parie ami lias lus office with J. Pierce,
at his Jewelry Store,

No. 4, Odd Allows

New Home

MACHINES,

Sewing Machines

Add $1

are not an

The best

$17 to $49.

experiment.

material, skilled

labor and mechanical

ν

V

common

$17 to 34.
and pay,

75 Main St.

cents

Norway, Maine

a

prices,

to these
as

you

week

or

them, 50

use

$2

month.

a

Block,

where he is prepared to do all kiuds of
Optical work. All examinations of the
Prescriptioi work
eye free of charge.
a specialty. Calls by telephone or postal
promptly attended to personally by

Dr. J.

Franklin

<>rn<luatr

Harris,

VIVIAN

Optician.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,!L
High G'ade Portrait Work

in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepi

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St

SOUTH PARIS.

The Fall Term of Hebron
will open

Academy

Tuesday, Sep?, 9,1902.

The expenses of a term are now as low
as before the present splendid equipment
was completed.
$">O.UO to ΐόδ.ΟΟ will
pay all bills for a term of twelve weeks.
self
By
boarding, students are able to
reduce expenses to a rate within the
means o( any ambitious
boy or gi.'l.
Write the principal for catalogue or
further information.
W. E. SARGENT, Prin., Hebron, Me.
July, 1U02.

W.

HILLS,
Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

1Γ» years experience.
P. S.—More than two hundred people
titted to classes by him in the past
month.
Prices as low as is consistent with
tir.4t-cla.ss work.

ELIXIR

For 30 Years

Ν Η,

Appeal

Facts that

Supplies.

TRUE'S

Planing, Sawing

and State
rv-

which has been
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and
the
borne
signature of
has
30
over
years,
in use for
and has been made nnder his per^0
80nal supervision since its infancy.
Allowno one todeceive yon in this.
"
arc but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
health
of
the
and
endanger
with
Experiments that trifle
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

E. O. DeWitt A » a, Ciik-teo
Prepared only by
The W-bottle cod τ lus 2 H .ImcstlieSOc. «la·

Kidney Pills

C11ANDLER,

Will prove expensive. Call at our store at once, or cut oat this
coupon and mail it to us.

Please

Cures all stomaoh troubles

© Vf /^rrrtrt^

has given it as his opinion
Encvclopa.*dia Britannica stand

this

Doan's

Forms

,

in their studies than those that do not

aching. Headache,
Restless, Excitable. The Kidsick.

—

superintendent of schools

who have access to the

Weary

A. W. WALKER &

BRITANNICA?
A well-known

cured after everything
Lineo.uaiicd f«»r the stomach. Children witn we.tk stomachs thrive on it.
First dese relieves. A diet unnecessary.

—

that makes your
horses glad.

MAINE.

that

■

ΛΛ*| J

Mica
Axle
Grease

up stock.

NORWAY,

yon eat.

>

SO WEARY.

for rheumatism,

CHARLES S LEWIS

mil,

StSouth

remedy

PERRY DAVIS".

SUPPLIES !

p.

w.

Le

photographic

ο

Dyspepsia
Digests what

(Jio^/^ÔUCMC

Hand

Second

have

Sift one quart of sifted flour again
with one teaapoo· of salt, two teaspoons
of baking powder, one-half teaspoon of
mixed spice, and three-quartert to one
cup of sugar. Mix with oae beaten egg,
one cup of milk, one teaspoon of melted
Ko. 270—Illustrated Doable Acroetle.
butter. Measure the baking powder
with level or very slightly rounding
spoonfuls, according to the known
strength of the kind you use. Or in
place of the powder use one slightly
A Mow nt Science.
rouuding teaspoon of cream of tartar
"And the voltaic current." continued
and one-half level teaspoon of soda.
the lecturer, "was the discovery of
Or use one-half level teaspoon of soda
Vol ta, and Its development is a comof
milk
in
of
sour
and one cup
place
Sift the soda with the
paratively recent achievement of scisweet milk.
ence."
other dry materials.
In many of the recipes hold back a
A still, small Individual hoisted himHis
"You refused him." "I did.
part of the milk until it is needed, for aims were not
Πβ wanted my j self to a chair In the rear of the hr.ll.
good.
different brands of flour vary in their
What
"Hold on tinre. professor!
hand, and yet he threw himself at my
power of absorbing liquids. A good plan feet."
about the earlier discoveries of Noah?"
middle
in
the
is to pour the beaten egg
"I don't understand y .u. sir."
of the dry ingredients without stirring, CURED HEMORRHAGES
OF TIIE
"Then brush up! Didn't Noah make
of
the
bowl
with
rinse the
milkt
part
LUNGS.
the are light on Mount Ararat'/"—Baland pour that in, then add the melted
"Severa1 years since my lungs were so timore News.
butter and begin to mix, adding more
hemormilk as required. Other fats may be badly affected that I had many
of Wood,
used for shortening. When one has rich rhages," writes A. M. Ake
One of Cnrran'i Witticism·.
several
milk or sour buttermilk no other short- lnd. "I took treatment with
Curran, says a writer In the <!reen
I
then
benefit.
without
any
physicians
ening is needed.
a case
and Tar Bag. once luid as colleague in
Τ lie spices usually preferred are cinna- started to take Foley's Honey
a bul- ; a remarkably tall and slender man.
Some recipes and my lungs are now as sound as
mon and nutmeg or mace.
who had originally intended to take
call for ginger, allspice, cloves, rosewater, let. I reccommend it in advanced stages !
F. A. Shurtleff Jt orders. When the judge observed that
of lung trouble."
and lemon peel.
the case involved a question in ecclesiThe egg should never be omitted. It Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
astical law. \'urran said. "I can refer
makes the dough lighter, but, more imare
old
Uncle—"How
you, Jimmy?"
be
portant still, it aids in resisting the abyour lordship to the high authority
at
14
school,
at
18
home,
Jimmy—"I'm
hind ftie. who was once intended for
sorption of fat.
and
11
in
the
train."
To make richer doughnuts use another
the church, though in my opinion he Is
egg and add another teaspoon of butter A NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S TEST1- fitter for the steeple."
to the same recipe.
When the twelve objects here shown,
MONIAL.
With any recipe the dough will seem
Minuet] O;>|iortnnlt>"'* Knoik.
in a puzzle adapted from St. Nicholas,
M. T. Lynch. Editor of the Phillipsvery stiff when first mixed, but it grows
have been rightly guessed and written softer and even sticky as the sugar in it burg. N. j.. Daily Post, writes: "I have
"Opportunity knocks at every man's
one below another, the initials and dissolves after mixing.
used many kinds of medicines for coughs door," said the sage. "1 know." reWhen all dry flour is out of sight and aud colds in my family but never any- sponded the itnj>ecutiious individual,
finals when read in connection will
form a familiar proverb which is only the dough separates in a ball from the thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. "but when it knocked nt my door I
I cannot say too much in praise of it." thought it was the installment man and
hinted at in the central picture. The mixing bowl it is ready to roll out.
The dough should be as soft as can be F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Ox- was afraid to open."—Philadelphia
crosswords an» of unequal length.
handled. Do not work in more flour ford.
Record.
while shaping, since it will make the
No. 271.—Charade.
He—"I hope you are not getting tired
when cooked. Sprinkle
doughnuts
dry
Time» CbanKcd.
the
cold, damp a thin
I? Why,
They threw me to
layer of flour on the board, and of me." She—"Howat could
"But before we were married." she
ground
the hotel."
the only man
you're
a
small
roll
the
it.
Tike
through
pin
And thrust the soil uj>on me.
used to give me beauportion of the dough, toss it over several FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE. complained, "you
Seemingly as carelessly
tiful presents."
times with a knife to coat it with a thin
As If no toil had won me.
"I had kidney trouble so bad," says J.
"Yes. but a dollar looked like a dime
layer of flour, then pat it out gently
And many, many days went past
with a rolling pin.
If the whole weight J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I then, and mvv—er—a dime looks like a
to
As though I was forgotten;
of the pin rests on the dough it will stick could not work, my feet were swollen
miracle."—Baltimore News.
With all my might I sought the light
to the board.
After rolling, the dough immense size and I was confined to my
rotteii.
was
I
not
To prove
to give
uDable
were
and
bed
physicians
should be half as thick as the doughnut
A Financier.
tre any relief.
My doctor finally preis to be when cooked.
And when they saw me peeping out
Ethel—1 know he is a financier, but
which
Cure
scribed
Kidney
in
Foley's
the
For
round
heartily
cutter
They laugh'd right
doughnuts dip
he is not a speculator.
And said the world would poorly fare
flour and cut the dough firmly.
If the made a we'l man of ire." F. A. ShurtMaude—How do you know, dear?
Were it deprived ο I me.
cutter is turned around before lifting, tleff Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Ethel—Lie didn't buy our engagement
the dough is loosened. I'ut the dough"Out of work? How's that?" "They
Xo. 272.—Λ SrtH'h For Tree*.
until he was ijuite sure that I
nuts as soon as cut on a small floured
ring
down the house I used to lean
would accept him.
[Example: Find a tree in a verbal board, or on tins that may be carried to pulled
the stove. If one person has to do the against!"
uoun. Answer—Su-plue.]
1. Kind a tree in an armor for the work alone it is better to cut all before DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.
The eggs of silkworms can with
head. 2. Kind a tree in shy. 3. Kind frying any. It is easier sometimes for
"I had kidney trouble for years," stand, without injury, a temi>erature
to
roll
another
and cut, while
4. Kind a one person
writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton, of
a tree in a city magistrate.
38 degrees below zero.
fries.
"and the doctors could no. help
Wash.,
tree in the cry of a frog, 5. Kind a
roll
For twisted doughnuts
the dough me. I tried
and
Cure,
Kidney
Foley's
trie in a pointed weapon.
into square or oblong shapes and cut in t'
The typhoid fever mortality varies
e very first dose gave me relief and I
strips three-quarters of an inch through am now cured. I cannot say too much frem per cent to 41» per cent.
No. 27.1.—JtbyminK Poule.
and six inches long. Twist the ends in for
Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. ShurtI have thought of a word which opposite directions, double and pinch leJ Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ends
the
with
"sake."
together.
Many
people
enjoy
rhymes
"So your wife is doing your own cook1. Is It a garden Implement? No. it the twisted doughnuts more than those
that are round, although the latter are ing now?" "Yes.
We had so much
is not a
somewhat easier to fry, and, owing to company we had to think up some
2. Is it to compel by force? No. it Is
the hole in the center, cook evenly on all scheme to keep them away."
not to
sides.
3. Is it a method of cooking? No It
If there are children in the family the
Important to Mother·.
is not to
doughnut man or woman should not be
Jxanlno carefully eTerv bottle of CA3TORIA,
4. Is it a thin layer of any substance? omitted.
(are remedy for Infante and children,
In making doughnuts the frying is • Mfe and
No, It is not a
m that It
5. Is it u savory bird? No, It is not half of the labor. It is often best to put aod
the fat heating before mixing the dough.
a
Bear· the
Any clean, sweet fat, except that from
β. Is It a kind of fern? No. It is not
of
smoked or highly-seasoned meats, may Blgnatnre
η
be used for the frying kettle—dripping,
la Un For Orer SO Yun.
of water? No. it is
7. Is it a
TLA Klad Toa Umt· Alwaji Bought
lard, oil, or a mixture of several fats.
not a
A few slices of raw potato may be
8. Is it to quench thirst? Yes, It Is cooked in the fat while it is
being ex"Do you know that unfortunate reto
tracted, or while frying the doughnuts; sults
may follow from a kiss?" "How's
these will absorb any impurities and that?" "It
may lead to marriage."
Xo. 274.—Diamond.
prevent much of the unpleasantness of
Not
3.
2. Not young.
the frying odor.
1. In soft.
TAKE CARE OF THE STOMACH.
There should be enough fat in the ketlong. 4. Blossoms. Γ». To grant. C.
Kodol is the reconstructive tonic that
and worn out all the
last
the
With
tle
to
throughout
frying.
To endeavor. 7. In soft.
is making so many people well and
it
can
be
used
and
care
over
over
weak and lame and
proper
strong by conveying to their bodies all time. Back
A piece of bread will browu in <>f the nourishment in the food
they eat.
No. ΐΤΓι.-Bi'hfadliiiri f.nd Curtailing·!. again,
Nervous,
reached
one minute when the fat has
of Holladay, Miss.,
[Example: Behead and curtail dreary the proper temperature. New fat is Kev. J. H. Ilo'laday,
consider
I
writes: Kodol has cured me.
and leave a machine for weaving. An- sometimes very slow in
heating, owing it the best remedy I ever used for dysewer -G-loom-y.]
neys are
to the water which remains in it, and
pepsia and stomach troubles.
1. Behead and curtail entertained until this is evaporated the
proper
and leave to pouder. 2. Behead and temperature cannot be obtained.
Workhouse Visitor—"I am afraid you
If the fat is not hot enough the dough find the
curtail a feminine name and leave a
days terribly wearisome here?"'
too
much
before
the
crust
rises
forms, Pauper—"Not always; we don't have
3. Behead and curtail
preposition.
fat
euters or "soaks in;" if it is visitors
and
the
every day, you know!"
hauled and leave uncooked. 4. Behead
too hot the crust forms too quickly, the
and curtail a Jewish title of respect
cannot expand within, and the
USED FOR PNEUMONIA.
dough
aad leave yarn for the warp.
doughnuts will be tough or hard.
Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew. Mich., cure every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
On a range the kettle must be moved
says, "I have used Foley's Honey and common backache to complicated urinary
No. 270.—J η m bird Proverb*.
occasionally, or the fire jidjusted to in- Tar in three very severe cases of pneu- disorders.
with monia with
crease the temperature slightly;
1. Tomendl ateto onev er'tis.
good results in every case."
the gas stove this, of course, is easily Refuse substitutes. F.
Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornloy street,
2. Hasasil verlini ngclou devery.
A. Shurtleff &
Pawtucket, It. I., says: "Doan's Kidney
the
cock.
regulated by turning
3. Darkestbef orealwa vsdawnitis.
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Tills have been used by both my husband
If the doughnuts are slid into the ket4. Youbef oreleaplo ok.
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
is
a
tle carefully there will be no spattering.
life
Hantington—"But
tragedy!' lu every ease was very satisfactory. My
5. Flockaof togetherfeat herbirds.
don't be so husband was bothered oIT aud 011 for a long
At first, since they are colder than the The Soubrette—"Well,
his back, which at
fat, they sink to the bottom. As they gloomy! It may be a tragedy, but it isn't time with pains across
Λ Candid Hoy.
times became very severe. I saw Doan's
a
warmer the gas within them ex- a continuous rehearsal."
a
grow
Klduey Pills advertised, and procured
Don't want to be no angel.
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. He
pands and they rise to the top. They
With wines an" other trimmln';
rid
was
KN'IFE.
time
OF
THE
short
BEWARE
used them, and In a very
should then be turned to insure eveu
Ruther have a holiday
at the backache. I always keep Doan's
browning. Only as many as will cover
Fishin' or a-swimmin'!
Surgery should not be used except Kidney Pills on band, aud would not be
the surface of the kettle should be put where absolutely necessary. In cases of without them."
Ruther be oft yonder.
in at once. The shape and size de- piles for example, it is seldom needed.
For sale by all druggists: 50 cents. FosSingin' in the sun;
termine the time required for frying. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cures quick- ter-Mllburn Co., buffalo, X. Y.
Don't want to be no angel
Raised doughnuts need mure time than ly and permanently. For cute, burns,
DO YOU WANT IT?
Till I can't help bein' one!
others.
bruises, wounds, skin diseases.
WK ABE NEVKK OI T.
V^V/All—
from
kettle
In
the
taking doughnuts
Κ ρ y to thr I*uxslrr.
will bring
The pretty girl attracts lovers, but the A postal or telephone to us
put the fork through the hole if they
No. 200.
Transpositions: Elephant. are round, instead of
you a supply promptly.
it into homely girl is always loved the best.
sticking
4.
3. Europe.
2. Lynx.
L Ebon.
them. Drain them over the kettle, then
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
Palm. 3. Haze. 0. Acorn. 7. Neat, lay on soft papen that whatever fat reΝΟΓΤΠ l'Ait I*. WE.
mains may be absorbed.
If desired, adapted for chronic throat troubles and
a Tone.
will
care bronchitis, hoarse- Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Ilair, Brick,
positively
1.
on
Double Curtailings:
No. 201.
powdered sugar may be sprinkled
Sand. Ac.
When cold, ness and all bronchial diseases. Refuse
Try-st. 2. Agaln-st. 3. To-me. 4. them before they are cold.
substitutes. F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.
7. pack them in tin boxes or stone jars, and
·». May-be.
5. Allot.
Win-ce.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
t
they will keep for at least a week in exWln-dy. 8. Who le. 9. Can-oe. 10. cellent
condition.
Customer—"Is this good soap?" DealPlnd-er.
BUNS.
er—"Well, mum, the man who writes
No. 202.—Numerical Enigma : Wednes
àcaid one cup ot milk, add one ounce
poetry about that soap gets *10,000 a
day.
of butter, one-quarter of a cup of sugar,
Hundreds of Children and adulte
year." Customer—"My sakus! Gimme
No. 203.—Three Diamonds:
and a saltspoon of salt. When cool, add a dozen bars."
have worm· but are treated for
The symptom·
other diseases.
one-half a yeast cake softened in a little
III.
II.
I.
•re:—Indigestion, with a variable
water, anil about one pint of Hour. Tu
W
M
O
appetite; foul tongue; offensive
rise over night, one-quarter of a yeast
breath; hard and full belly with ocDIM
CAW
BED
casional griping· and pains about
cake is usually sufficient.
DALES
CARET
BONUS
the navel: eves heavy and dull;
Let the batter rise till foaming and
Ο Ε Χ Ε It A L W A it Κ A it Ε M I L I Τ I A
Itching or the nose; short, dry
about double in bulk. Then add one- Thi» «ifrnature il ou ι-vrry box of the genuine
cough; grinding of the teetb; startMETER
WEARY
DURST
ing during sleep; slow fever; and
is
half
of
with
which
mixed
τ*Μ·α
SIR
cup
sugar
Laxative
TRY
SAT
often ta children, convulsions.
one-fourth of a teaspoon of spice (cinna- the remedy that cur** ο com in one day
LEA
mon and
one-half cup of curNo. 204.—Illustrated Rebus: Appear- rants ur nutmeg),
I was so angry, said Mrs. Ilenpeck,
chopped raisins, and enough
PIN WORM
ances are often deceitful.
flour to make a dough that can be when they mistook me for a shoplifter
that I just couldn't speak.
No. 205.—Puzele: Share.
kneaded.
My! he exclaimod, I wish I'd have
No. 208.—Enigma: A diamond.
Let it rise till double again, then ehape
Is the best worm remedy made. It has been
I η une since 1851, is purel y Texetable.hannand put in the pans to rise a third time. been there!
No. 207.—Itlddlemeree: Victoria.
Imi and effectual. Where no worms are presIt act* as a Tonic, and corrects the condient
Να 208.—The letter C: C lass. C-lay. This quantity makes two dozen buns of
AS AD DISAPPOINTMENT.
tion of the mncous membrane of the stomach and bowels. A positlvecure for ConstiClash. C-hlll. C-heut. C hair. C-art. medium size.
Ineffective liver medicine it) a disappation and Hlllonsness, and a valuable remBake in a moderate oven for about
C-ant. C-ape. C-ensure. C-able.
but Little Early Risers never
edy In all the common complaints of clillhalf an hour. When done, rub over with pointment
dren. Prieesscts. Ask yonr druggist for It
to
the
tonic
are
a
They
Dr. J. r. TRCT. A CO., Aabani, Me.
Wben dizzy or drowsy take Rkecham's Pills. a sirup made by dissolving a tablespoon disappoint.
Bfwelkl irMimalfor Taps Wans·. Kree p*mpbl«L
liver. Cure biliousness, torpid liver and
of sugar in two of water, and return to
fever.
Who knows not how to dissemble
prevent
the oven a minute to dry. An egg may
knows not how to reign.
be added in the beginning, or when the
"What does the tiger remind you of?"
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the dis- remainder of the flour is put in.
asked the mother of little Dorothy, exThe sugar is not put in all at once beeased kidneys sound so they will elimiof course, she would say kitty.
nate the poisons from the blood. F. A. cause in large quantities it seriously re- pecting,
replied Dorothy, seriously, "he
Shurtleff Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. tards the action of the yeast, but by "Why,"
reminds me of a barber pole."
a
small
using
portion at first the yeast
God heals and the doctor has the gains headway, and the remainder will
LINGERING SUMMER COLDS.
not hinder its work.
The buns may be
thanks.
Summer colds are the hardest to cure
shaped and put In the pans as soon as all
and if neglected may linger for months.
Avoid serious results of kidney or the flour is added, instead of
leaving it One Minute
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid- to rise a second time.
Cough Cure will break up
Chopped nuts the attack. Cure·
coughs, colds, croup,
ney Cure. F. A. ShurtleiT & Co.* Orin may be substituted for the fruit.
Steveus, Oxford.
This recipe, with the addition of the bronchitis.
egg and the omission of the fruit, may
It isn't a man's worth but rather what
Theve is no fool like the learned fool. be used for raised daughnuts.—American he ia worth that interests tho fair female
Kitchen Magazine.
who has an ingrowing desire to change
•'Now good digestion waits on appeher name.
a
A FEW HINTS.
tite, and health on both."
A little sweet oil rubbed occasionally
Wallace Staples, of Blddeford, Maine
If it doesn't, try Burdock Blood BitNo need to fear sudden attacks of
writes as to the
ters.
upon the tortoise shell combs and hair cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhœa,
ornaments, now so much worn will summer
of any sort if you
complaint
The coal miner kicks because he is counteract their brittleneas and prevent
Wild
have Dr. Fowler's Extract of
"I would say of this remedy, we have
them from breaking.
kept down in the world.
Strawberry in the medicine chest.
used it for 30 years in our family. My
Cold coffe6 added to stove polish, inwife has used it since childhood for inDiphtheria, sore throat, croup. In- stead of water, gives far groater lustre.
Gladys—"No! I would not marry a
stant relief,
cure.
Dr.
digestion, heart burn and bilious troupermanent
Kid gloves should always be mended man to reform him." Ethel—"Well, I
Thomas' Eclectric Oil. At any drug on the
bles. We And it good at all seasons.
wrong side, and with thread to don't think myself that harsh measures
store.
match, instead of silk, for it holds bet- ire the best."
ter.
A man never knows whether a woman's
It is said that a sponge, saturated with Γ0 CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
E. W.
bat is on straight or not.
strong spirits of camphor suspended rake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets,
near the bed will keep away mosquitoes.
it
if
ill druggists refund the money
Terrible plagues, those itching, pester- Oil of
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
pennyroyal will do the same.
ing diseases of the skin. Put an end to
One of the best remedies for the bites )n each box. 25c.
I will furnish DOOBS and WINDOWS of any
Doan's
Ointment
At
cure·.
misery.
of mosquitoes and fleas, also for other
ilxe or Style at reasonable prices.
any drug store.
eruptions that itching makes unbearable,
Angry Mother—"Now, Bobby, don't
is one part of menthol dissolved in ten et me speak to you again !" Bobby (helpA man never loves with his reason parts of alcohol. It is
Inside or
I
very cooling and essly)—"How can
prevent you, If in want of any kind of Finish forPine
and a woman never reasons with her effectual at once. A boon to little folks namma?"
Lum)aulde work, send In your orders.
>er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Casb.
love.
tortured by .these little pests.
A fragrant freshner for close rooms is
Change of water is the great peril of
and Job Work.
STOPS THE COUGH
made by placing half an ounce of spirits ; vacation time. Pure water is scarce,
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
THE
AND WORKS ,OFF
COLD.
of lavender and a lump, the size of a lence disturbances, always serious, of
Laxative Bromo-Qulnine Tablets cure walnut, of salts of ammonia, in a wide- 1 ihe stomach and bowels. Perry Davis*
G. W.
Caa it fail ι
a cold In one day. No Cur·, no Pay. ι mouthed fancy jar or bottle, and leaving Painkiller has never failed.
Mai»·.
I KTeat Sumner
case?
n
'!
it
Ή
Prloe
oents.
open.
yçur
_

Machinery.
We

Kodol
Cure

Well Poitrd.
That the next best thing to knowing
the law is knowing where to tiud it
was Illustrated once when Judge SimBaldwin of the Yale Law
eon E.
school In an examination on corporations asked his class a question which
Λ
certain [
was extremely difficult.
complex state of facts wr.s given, and
the question ended with: "A client ;
comes to you and states the above : Diis preparation contains all of the1
What would you advise b!m to iigestants and digests all kinds of j
case.
food. It gives inst.mt relief and never
dor
It allows you to eat all !
The best answer handed In was: "I iails to euro.
food you waht. The most sensitive
would advise him to come around at the
st« u;ack5 can take it. By its use many
10 o'clock the next morning. In the
IhuijtfauQJ of dyspeptics have be« η
meantime 1 would look It up."
else failed. Is

j

Me.

U1YI9IOS.

DOCGHXCT8.

BUNS.

POWERS.

j

Enamels
[astern Steamship Company. SelsumB Interior paint.
PORTLAND

Sqaarvi.

L—1. Excellent. 2. Opinion. 3. Not
far. -L To gain by labor.
II.—L Opening in a fence. 2. Sour.
3. To weary. 4. A beautiful garden.

AND

THE FOREIGN

Peace with «11 nation* is according to
the Constitution of the United States.
A healthy condition of our personal,
constitution shou!d be, at all times, our
greatest individual desire. How apt are
we to neglect our own health and allow !
our arch enemy—Disease,—to creep in !
and break down all of our fortifications I
and put our health to an ignominious
rout.
In time of health prepare for sickress.
One of the greatest and most effect've
means of fighting the ravages of Coughs\
Colds, Bronchitis, Grippe and all Throat I
and Lung troubles is found in Bauer's
Irstant Cough Cure. It wins tbe battle
every time. It is sold under a guarantee j
to cure that cough or your money re-,
funded.
The wonderful sale of Bauer's Instant I
Cough Cure is proof positive that it does
the work. Get a sample bott'e free from i
A. !
the
druggists:—F.
following
Shurtleff <fc Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Lowett Price» in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholeaale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
K»tal>li*!ic In 18*41, for over
WKKKLY i'ltli.L.NK, know.i

FOR
EVERY

Union.

On Nov.

7, Iltul, It

wa»

*txty year* It wa* llie NKW ϊ <·ΚΚ
ιιη>ί rea>t In every Slat»· 1» U"·'

chageii to the

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

MËM8E8

liU'li c lttti*, tiii.trMUUe, Illustrate·!
larmer and lit» ftimlly—

a

OF
THE
FARMER'S
FAMILY

PHJCOB

agrli-ulturil weekly,Jf"r

l,l<

81.00

Ilow?
a year, but you can buy It for lese.
I'.v nuWrtlilii^ tlimiiidi yotir own favorite home net*>|»*|*r'
TIIK <>\Η»>ΚΙ» HE.M'X'KAT.
I loth |>ap re one vear for #J.OO.
Seml your opter ami money to TIIK OXFORD DKMOCUAT,
South I'.irli, Maine.

Mpinpie copy free. *>n«l your luldrc^
to XEW-VORK. TIIIBΓΝL l AKflEH, «lew
York
■

City.

This Beautiful Couch,

monte d In thin cut,

furnished

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

situated on the BuckOeld road, three miles from
South Parti village. The farm contains "ft acres.
The tillage land Is In a high state of cultlvnUon.
The paxturee are good and there tit pie η t ν of
■rood near the house. Large anil small fruit In
Barn 40x62 and carriage house
abundance.
86x40 are new, are finely dnlehed ouUlde and In,
and cost 11600. Water In house and barn. The
farm carries twenty head of cattle and pair of
horses■ On rural delivery and cream routes.
Very pleasant location.

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
particular· and terms Inquire of
WDJOI * «BAY, »o. Paris,
1
or 8. M. K1KQ naar the premise·.
For

S£MB FOR PREMIUM UST.

GOLD SEAL CO.,

5, 0, 13

St.,
Me·

Plum

